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Overseas study of
a unique sort:
SCU students leave their mark
on a Caribbean nation.
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n the pages that follow we hope you will fmd news and features that interest and inform you and your family.
PUBLISHED FOR T H E ALUMNI A N D FRI EN DS O F SANTA

President Paul Locatelli, S.J. '60 discusses the University's challenge to help students integrate learning and life for the 21st

century. He addresses how students will make connections among different forms of knowledge, understanding, and experience and

Engaging Hearts and Minds

8

By President PaulL. Locatelli, S.J. '60. Does an SCU

how they later will relate what they learn to how they live.

education h elp stud e nts become more humane,
more able to engage with life? Do students work

Debra Black describes a SCU summer program in Tobago and Trinidad and finds that students' environmental research is

to trans f orm the world? Does a Sant a Clara
helping islanders answer questions about how ecotourism might impact their lives and those of future generations.

edu cation fi re both thei r h earts and minds ?

Connie Hinckley interviews six SCU faculty emeriti who as septuagenarians and octogenerians continue to lead vibrant and

2

Treasure Islands I
A dozen SCU students

committed lives. In many cases, she finds, life really does begin at 65.

bring research skills to a
Caribbean nation.

And a few words regarding future Santa ClaraMagatine issues. As you know, your contribution to the magazine's annual fund drive

Thefertile soil

By Debra H. Black. Environmental research and the
impact of ecotour ism are the focus of a pathbreaking
S C U study abroad program in Trinidad and Tobago .

provided /Jy an SCU

underwrites production of one issue per year. In 1998 contributions from alumni and friends resulted in a record-breaking show

education nurtures
compassionate minds.

of support for which we are grateful. Soon we will turn to you again. By June 30 the Alumni Association hopes to involve

Socking It to Them I

6

Jry Sam Scott '96. The Women Broncos soccer t eam
soars to the 1998 NCAA Finals . W ith a r o st e r

33 percent of SCU graduates in its annual funding program. As an alumna or alumnus, your gift to Santa Clara Mag~ne not only

packed with talent, players and co ach hold
high hop es for 1999·

will help the magazine continue to reach your home but will assist the Alumni Association in its giving goal.
j OANNE SANF I LIPPO '66

Director of Universiry Marketing

If you cannot contribute this year, we invite you to use the reply envelope enclosed with the upcoming mailing to keep us

Communications
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Retiring Ways I

8

posted about your activities and accomplishments . The magazine's class notes section ranks high in readership polls, and your

Editor

By Co nnie Hin ckley . Six S C U faculty emeriti apply

BRYAN PET E RSON

intelle ctu al curiosity a nd p assion to th e i r re t ire-

news is of continuing interest to your classmates, to your professors, and to us .

Pete rson &: Comparry
Art Director, Designe r
TAMARA STRAUS

ment years as th ey prove that a vibran t and va ried
life can follow an academic career.
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A deuce of a dividend
Congratulations on the new tennis

Hidden truths
am not surprised that doctors ,

I

nurses, attorneys , and especially
the academics and professors

of this world cannot reach a consensus
on suicide ("The Good Death , "

November rgg8) . What God r eveals to
the simple, he hides from the "learned."
I found the answer in less than
one minute in my seven-year-old' s
catechism book The Ten Commandments
by the R ev. Lovasik, S.V.D., which
states on page I4 : "The fifth commandment tells us to do all that we can to
take care of our own life and the life of
our neighbor ." Our life is not our
own. It is a gift from God, and we must
take care of our health.
The Pope explained clearly why
assisted suicide is wrong. But the U.S.
intelligentsia never would dare agree
with the Pope. To do so would be out
of vogue and show a lack of "critical
analysis." Thus , they waste their time
discussing the right way to do the
wrong thing in direct contradiction of
basic truths that every seven-year-old
Catholic understands .
How can the academics put their
feelings and experiences before the
will of God? Such hubris is shocking.
I am saddened that a "Catholic "

health care means that all are given
treatment and saved from dying if at
all possible . The truth is that in
countries with universal health care
doctors decide who are worth saving
and who will receive treatment.
In some instances the patient cannot even use personal funds to
purchase treatment because doing
so would be unfair to those who do
not have money.
Universal health care means that
you get treatment for colds and flu,
and, if you are young and useful to
society, you will get good medical care .
This saves the country from having
to pay for care of many elderly and
their retirement benefits, as well.
People who discuss the pros and
cons of universal health care should
visit countries having it and study
the guidelines. Here , if you have no
money and you go to Valley Medical ,
you get excellent care. But when you
have a little money and no insurance,
you are in trouble.
The basic problem is that insurance is tied to employment and not
owned by the individual. Health
ance . You buy it and you own it.

L. VAC CARO
LafqyeHe, CA

that the Father Shipley referred to in

Silver Spring, MD

David Costanza's letter ("Snail Mail,"
November rgg8) was really Father

("Thinking on Their Feet," August

Shipsey who taught English- and in

rgg8), a renowned visiting dancer

facility will provide greater exposure to

and choreographer at SCU,

the University as a whole.

described him as a black, gay person

Tournaments and camps will draw

Project ("Seahunt," November rgg8) .

Shipsey may not realize is that there is

reported as prominent in his work.

inevitably will wander through

It appears Ota was able to go from

a scholarship fund in his memory

This was an unfortunate and mislead-

the beautiful SCU campus , and

a conceptual stage to achievement of

that provides assistance to students

successful results in a short time.

interested in journalism careers.

ing assertion. On the contrary, the

such strolls might well lead to

validity of art is determined by the

increased undergraduate and gradu-

performance or object and not by

ate applications.

generation of Santa Clara students by

suggest that Mr. Jones's being black,

facility should encourage SCU to

they will have numerous job offers

contributing to the fund.

gay, and HIV-positive , and his per-

develop an extensive intramural tennis

when they graduate from Santa Clara

spective on such, is at all significant in

program. Some time ago , while

University. Congratulations on

determining the validity of his art is a

visiting a friend at the University of

an interesting and exciting project.

great injustice to those dance students

San Diego, I learned that a student

working under his direction. If this

evening doubles and mixed doubles

is the case, as the author implied,

league was scheduled. What a great

SCU students may have been misled.

way to get some exercise, make new

This flirtation with issues of race,

friends , and have some fun.

sexual disorders, and deadly diseases

M. GUNTHER
St. Louis, MO

jOHN

Bill T . Jones is an excellent dancer
less than a tragedy that someone with

OuR READERS

We welcome letters in response to articles. Please limit copy to two hundred words. Address correspondence to the editor, Santa Clara Magazine, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA
95053-1505; fax, 408-554-5464; e-mail, <agbennett@scu.edu >. We may edit letters for

ANNETIE FAJARDO '79
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The information presented in "Let

A misplaced letter

Them Eat Windows" (August rgg8) is
of more importance than may be ini-

I knew Father Ed Shipsey well enough

tially suggested . The antitrust suit

to know he would have enjoyed having

focuses on control of markets . What is

A distinct difference

someone point out that his name was

much more ominous is control of

misspelled in Santa Clara Magazine

mankind's mind. Who writes the soft-

("Snail Mail," November rgg8).

ware? If Gates hires all the writers, he

I have fond memories ofVeterans

In any case, "Ships" would have

controls much of what the earth's

Village ("The Village People, "

been pleased that someone remem-

inhabitants will believe as fact. An early

November rgg8) . My sister and her

bered him. Any course you took

indication is his interest in "helping"

husband, Dorothy and Donald

from Father Shipsey should have

educate our children ; next will be the

Littman '52 , lived there when he and

been listed as "Shipsey on Shipsey. "

adults. When leaders have accumulated

I attended SCU.

Just being in his presence was an

enough worth, they turn to power .

education.

Would it not b e quite within the possi-

But the article writer, Kathleen

ble to visualize homespun Bill, specs

Thank you for including my

when she wrote , "After the armistice

family in your August 1998 issue

.. . " An armistice ended World War I.

("Married in the Mission").

of conquest over man' s mind? He

The Allied powers wanted complete

You do a fine job in all respects.

should be divested of producing soft-

and total surrender. They would

Ships would have given you an A.

ware before he is separated from some

accept nothing less . The difference
between armistice and surrender is

1 9 99

KELLY '48

More than meets the eye

San Francisco, CA

and bangs, sitting back and dreaming

ofhis "markets."
HERMAN RO ESTI ' 42

Ocean Hills, CA

HARRY ZELL,

not minor. We would not have needed
2

ORR

Washington, DC

'90

do they have to do with dancing?"

PAT CONNORS

style, clarity, civility, and length.

Those whose lives were influenced by
him might like to help the next

Equally as important, the new

Gastello '88, stopped me in my tracks

and education, implies that universal

Ota has opened doors for these
take years to unlock, and I am sure

the motivating subject matter. To

Ma riposa, CA

fessor of couns eling psychology

What many who recall Father

ments ofJeff Ota and his Jeremy

young students that normally would

but don't celebrate his mistakes.

November rgg8) , Dale Larson , pro-

the 1950s.

lar distinguishing features were

'85

In the article ("The Good Death, "

I was impressed with the accomplish-

and many other states. These visitors

behavior, he has thrown some of it

To

the process a lot of other things at Santa Clara from the 1920s into

who is HIV-positive . These particu-

away. Celebrate what he has achieved,

Glaring misconception

An Arctic coup

people from all over California

waste ! God gave him life. By his

L. NILSSON MBA '85
Los Gatos, CA

WILLIAM HARTUNG ' 54

rgg8). While college tennis does not
as basketball or football, a top-flight

his talent will die prematurely. What a

STIG

Older readers probably recognized

center ("Mission Matters," November
generate revenue in the same manner

and choreographer, and it is nothing

insurance should be like car insur-

of that what you will.

Memories live on

The article featuring Bill T. Jones,

demands the obvious question, "What

university supports such discussion.
ANN

An invalid judgment

to drop two atomic bombs onJapan
if we had accepted an armistice . Make

MD

' 40

San Gabriel, CA
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Another lookaffirmative action
1997 alumni giving
rates

·T he alumni challenge

A

ffirmative action is the focus
of four seminars offered by

the Markkula Center for Ethics

S

anta Clara ' s 1997-98 fund-

in reviewing requests for grants -

raising year ended with a

that our alumni are deeply loyal. "

record 30 percent of all

With growing competition for

66%

and Public Policy during the fall and

Dartmouth

54%

winter. To date, lectures have been

Notre Dame, Ind.

50%

offered by Richard Wasserstrom,
professor emeritus of philosophy
at UC-Santa Cruz; Orlando

Princeton

undergraduate alumni making

their limited funds , corporations and

a monetary contribution to the

foundations increasingly ask educa-

Yale

50%

tional grant applicants about their

Harvard

46%

than a statistic- it is an important

level of alumni giving. Their ration-

Cal Tech

46%

factor used by the University and by

MIT

44%

various external agencies to assess

ale: Why should we support an
institution that doesn' t command

Brown

42%

quality and performance. Gifts made

significant support from its own

Duke

37%

University. The percentage is more

to the general alumni fund , a

graduates? Those schools with the

~~~~~~----------------~s__r._-

specific school, or a specialized need

highest giving levels (see chart) fare

Cornell

35%

such as the Bronco Bench, de Saisset

best in securing such grants.

Stanford

34%

Emory

34%

Museum, or Santa Clara Magazine are

"The percentage of alumni giving

" ('~~~'·· ...
~ ,~1{,
..

,

,;
~

Francisco Jim enez an dFayBayfe

and Glenn Loury, director of
Brigham Young University' s Institute
on Race and Social Division.
Amy Gutman, director of
Princeton University's Center for
Human Values and its Program

University, more than 15 years of philanthropy came to

fruition last Fall with the naming of the first recipient of the
Fay Boyle Endowed Chair in Inter-American Culture and Affairs.
At a September convocation on campus, President Paul
Locatelli, S.J. '60 named Francisco Jimenez, chair of the
modern languages and literatures department, to the
honored post.

Patterson , John Cowles professor
of sociology at Harvard University ;

-

.

F

or Fay Boyle, longtime friend and Founder of the

Boyle's youth as the daughter of a foreign service officer gave her the opportunity to
experience many cultures. In particular, she spent several years in Mexico, some working at the
U.S. Embassy in Mexico City. There she learned of SCU from Norman Martin, S.J., then working
on his graduate degree in history at the National University of Mexico. The two have been close
friends for almost SO years. Boyle came to value the University because, as she stated,
"It adheres to the Catholic faith and emphasizes the moral and ethical values that are so
important to me."
Upon moving to California in 1965, Boyle got to know the University firsthand and came to

in Ethics and Public Mfairs, will

counted , as are endowed gifts for

also is a benchmark in comparative

Northwestern

31%

give the fourth and final lecture,

think of it "in a sense, as my child." In 1983 she made a gift of her Belvedere house to the

scholarships, professorships, and

rankings of institutional quality,"

Columbia

30%

"Mfirmative Action and Its

University. By using a life estate arrangement she transferred the title of the house to the

capital needs.

notes Jim Purcell, vice president

~~e~~h~~n- ___________ _ __ ~9_%__

Alternatives ," at 7 p .m., Thursday,

University while retaining it as her home. Several years later she decided to buy another

~=~r~:~'.V~ - ____________ ~8_!.__

April 2 9, in Benson Memorial

house in Tiburon, at which point the University sold the Belvedere house and gave Boyle a

Santa Clara

charitable gift annuity.

~~~n_:; _H_op~i~~ ___________ ~7_!._ _

Center.
Gutman, who Nobel Prize

~~~t~~ ~~l~e~= - __________ ~3_!._ _

winner Toni Morrison says articu-

table gift annuity. Now both annuities provide her with a steady and predictable income. In

~~!!0~~ ~~'}1~-0~~~--------~9__r._
~~~~~~~~-------------~8_!.__

lates the intricate issues of race

addition, since both houses had substantially appreciated in value, Boyle was able to bypass

with precision and subtlety, is co-

the capital gains tax on both and receive a charitable income tax deduction as well.

President Paul Locatelli, S.J . '60

of university relations. "Publications

recently announced a 33 percent

like U.S. Ne ws & WMld Report and

alumni giving goal for 1998-99.
"Trying to get an additional 1,102

other college guides used by
prospective students and their par-

alumni to make a gift," he noted ,

ents factor alumni giving percentages

"reflects much more than a modest

into their ranking of each school.

increase . It reflects a measure of
alumni commitment to the ideals
and the mission of a Santa Clara
education in the Jesuit tradition."
Director of Development Mary
Ellen McGillan emphasizes "the
number of alumni who give is as
important as the size of the gift.
Our bottom line is participation in

UCLA

"Trying to get an additional1,102
alumni to make a gift reflects
much more than a modest increase.
It reflects a measure of alumni
commitment to the ideals and the
mission of a Santa Clara education
in the Jesuit tradition."

28%

15%

1997 college and un ive rsity alumn i
giving figures as published in U.S.
News & World Report Best Colleges,
1998 edition.

generous alumni gifts over the years.
Bob Dennis, national president

donor, and we're counting on our

Thus for Santa Clara to stand out

reminds classmates that, "All of us -

dedicated alumni body to meet

and continue to attract quality appli-

not just those attending SCU on

or exceed our 33 percent goal."
"Achieving this benchmark,"

cants it must safeguard its position

scholarships or grants- have bene-

in these rankings. And alumni giving

fited from the annual gift of our

stressed Locatelli, "gives the

helps us do just that."

alumni predecessors. We urge each

University much needed financial

As a 149-year-old institution ,

alumnus to consider making a

support to meet its goals and

Santa Clara has a long legacy of

contribution this year to help SCU

more. It will demonstrate to all-

alumni giving. Today's students

especially corporations and founda-

benefit from facilities and instruc-

continue the legacy of alumni giving
and to help us reach this important

tions that consider such a percentage

tional programs made possible by

participation goal. "

4
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has won wide recognition, including the Ralph J. Bunch Award of
the American Political Science
Association , the North American

of the SCU Alumni Association,

an amount reasonable for each

author of Color Conscious: The
Political Moraliry of Race. The book

Society for Social Philosophy
book award, and the Myers Center

Boyle eventually gave her Tiburon house to Santa Clara, which established another chari-

The endowed Fay Boyle Chair was created through the proceeds received from the
sale by the University of both houses and from the earnings and appreciation of these funds
over the years.
For details on how you might donate through charitable gift annuities, life estate
arrangements, and other planned gifts, contact William Sheehan, 408-554-4303, or e-mail
him, <wsheehan@scu.edu>.

Award for the Study of Human
Rights in North America.
The third annual Markkula
Seminar Series 1999-2000 will
focus on cultural relativism and
ethics. Speakers and participants
will look at whether interactions
leading to irresolvable dilemmas
between cultural groups can be
accommodated. For details on these
programs call 408-554-4844 .

Anniversary planners
finalize slogan

A

marketing communications director ,
says, "The keyline expresses the Jesuit
mission of educating the whole
person for lifelong learning and

fter seven months of intensive
discussion and review, the

leadership . It also serves as a
springboard for conferences and

SCU Sesquicentennial Committee

colloquia that will occur in 2001.

has selected the 150th anniversary

The word ' leadership' encourages

theme: "Educating for Life and

us to continue profiling alumni

Leadership. "

of achievement in our publications ,

Joanne Sanfilippo '66, SCU
SAN T A

C LA RA

MAGAZ I N E / ~of A R C H

especially Santa Clara Magazine."
1999
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SCU and Smithsonian collaboration
to examine state's heritage

Thinking about Summer

A

lumni considering Summer
events, such as weddings in the

Mission Church or anniversary
Research on archaeological materi-

receptions, should inquire about

als recovered from the 221-year-old

booking Adobe Lodge now. The

Mission Santa Clara de Asis site will

staff of the historic building offers a

be the first project of a partnership
recently launched between Santa

variety of food and beverage services,

Clara University and an arm of the

provide a gracious setting for many

and the adjacent Mission Gardens

Smithsonian.
The collaboration represents

N

o one, education pundits contend,
is smart enough to stop learning,

Assignments require participants to
dissect and analyze actual issues facing

and in this world of constant change up-to-

their companies. By talking with class-

date knowledge might be our only sustain-

mates and visiting executives, and drawing

able competitive advantage.

on conversations with top visiting executives,

With this fact firmly in mind, SCU's

occasions. " Our Summer calendar

Leavey School of Business and Administra-

is filling up ," says Paul Salazar ,

tion has inaugurated the Executive MBA

they strategize and set policy relating to
real situations they encounter in their jobs.
Because creation of a learning commu-

the first such alliance between a

director of Adobe Lodge. "By calling

(EMBA) Program- the only such accredited

nity is key to the program, enrollees

U.S. college or university and the
Smithsonian.

or e-mailing soon you can confirm

program in Silicon Valley- to keep par-

progress through the 15-month program as

ticipants on the cutting edge of current

a cohort group . The schedule- every

availability of a specific time and

The University's Department of

date on our schedule." Contact

Anthropology and Sociology and the

Lisa Daughtrey, catering manager ,

Smithsonian Center for Materials
Research and Education will study
recent campus findings reflecting
California's rich Hispanic, MexicanAmerican , and Latino heritage.
Using technical studies on cultural materials and artifacts , the

Anthropology and Sociology
Departments , the alliance also will

outreach - as a natural partner in

develop a SCU course in archaeo-

the pursuit of our program objectives," says Lambertus van Ziest,

logical chemistry.

Smithsonian Center director .

institution that clearly believes and

curriculum . Later, in coopera-

actively engages in interdisciplinary,

coincide with the University' s 150th

tion with the SCU Chemistry and

integrative learning and community

anniversary .

Broncos ride high

T

he annual Fall rankings of
NCAA Division I schools list

Santa Clara University's athletic
programs as the third most successful
The Final Four successes of the
men's and women' s Bronco soccer
teams propelled SCU to its highest
ranking ever in the competition
for the Sears Directors' Cup - the
Waterford Crystal trophy that symbolizes college sports supremacy. Only
Stanford University, winner for four
years running, and the University
of Arkansas ranked higher than SCU

says Edward McOuarrie, EMBA director and

evening study team meetings dovetail

Magazine scores a silver

associate professor of marketing. "We

with coursework requirements and focus on

SA1~TA CLARA
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with family and work demands. Wednesday

have completely redesigned our MBA cur-

virtual study such as electronic and

riculum to match the needs of Silicon

telecommunication conversations with

Valley executives." The program is organized

classmates, faculty members, and guest

around several cross-functional themes:

executive speakers.

making sound decisions, navigating today's

The EMBA program is open to individuals

complex business environment, creating

with at least ten years of work experience

shareholder value, operating in global finan-

who hold leadership positions in their com-

cial and product markets, supplying chain

panies and seek further promotions.

in this national indicator of athletic

management, marketing complex products,

program strength. SCU tied for

managing innovation and change in fast-

the EMBA program, call 40B-554-4500;

third place with Indiana University

changing global and technological environ-

e-mail <mbaadmissions@scu.edu>; or

and USC.

ments, and forming new business entities.

access the Web <http://LSB.scu.edu>.

The NCAA Division I Fall standings were based on team success in
country, field hockey, soccer , and
water polo. Another ranking takes
place after the Winter sports season,
with a final year-end ranking at the
close of the Spring season .
Bronco bragging rights, however,
are likely to be temporary. SCU
athletic officials say the University' s
rankings will slip slightly when
Winter and Spring sports records

S

anta Clara Magazine was one of only

To receive additional information on

two university periodicals to

win recognition in a recent western
regional competition sponsored by
the Council for Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE).

design manager , said both magazines
were "first-rate in terms of writing,

brochure, and an Award of

graphic design, and production and

Distinction for Bandwidth, the School

in the magazine division went to

clearly were quite superior to all

of Engineering newsletter.
"The magazine's CASE award cou-

USC Health. Although the judges could

others-the best of a strong category."

pled with those from University and

The first-place Award of Excellence

have awarded three second places,
they decided to give only one - to

Santa Clara Maga zine- due to the
strength of the entry. Jury chair Jan
Conroy, UC-Davis editorial and

Also winning CASE recognition
was the Marketing Communications

College Designers Association in which
it won two out of only five magazine

Department's design team: an

awards in a field of 1,100 publications,"

Award of Excellence for "Blueprint

says Joanne Sanfilippo '66, SCU

for the Future," a fund-raising

marketing communications director ,

are tallied.
6

days- allows participants to keep pace

ing of our highly ranked MBA curriculum,"

first phase of the project to

20 sports in four divisions : cross-

in the U.S.

other Friday afternoon and Saturday mid-

"The program is not simply a repackag-

by phone, 408-554-4931, or
e-mail <ldaughtrey@scu.edu>.

Planners hope to complete the

"We see the University- an

partnership will design primary
and secondary school multicultural

business and economic trends.

"is a significant achievement."
SANTA

CLA R A

1·1 AGA ZI N E /1·!ARC H
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PRESIDENT

PAUL L.LOCATELLI,

S.J.

'60

A central question of Jesuit education: Have our students
become more humane?

n the edge of the 21st century we at Santa Clara
have set a high standard for ourselves in our strategic initiatives. We
want to help our students make connections among different forms of
knowledge, understanding, and experience and to relate what they learn
to how they live. That is the challenge of integrated education.
The recent movie, Good Will Hunting, well illustrates the importance of connections between knowledge and life. Will Hunting, a 20year-old janitor at M.I.T., is a clever, well-read genius but crude and
deeply troubled. A drinker and brawler from South Boston, he runs with
a group of dead-end kids. No one can get through to Will. He has an
answer for everything. But he has neither the ears nor the heart to
hear what others have to say.
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When he cannot talk his way out of a pending jail sen-

of the Renaissance. But what are the appropriate ways to

and staff, for you and me, as well as for our students. For

tence, Will meets up with Sean, a counselor and psychol-

engage our vastly different world? What pedagogy will
help our students integrate learning and life for the cen-

the past two years students have invited me to fireside

ogy professor. Their first encounter is in Sean's office.

tury that begins but a few months from today?

The brash Will analyzes a painting by Sean and says it is
awful. He scoffs at and belittles Sean, calling him an

chats two or three times each quarter. The only consistent
concerns from students of every ethnic background have
been about diversity. The first is insufficient diversity,

emotional and intellectual cripple. Sean boots him out.

Integration

At their second meeting Sean says, "I was thinking

~n

a world of

colliding cultures

about what yo'f said to me the other day, about my paint-

especially among faculty, despite our efforts. The second
is about climate, exemplified by an insensitivity toward
people from different ethnic and economic backgrounds.

ing. I stayed up half the night thinking about it. Then

This insensitivity is seen as a lack of appreciation for peoWhen I think about integrated education, I am struck by

something occurred to me, and I fell into a deep, peaceful sleep . . . . You've never been out of Boston."

how much more our students have to integrate than my
generation did. When I carne to Santa Clara in the late

Paraphrasing Sean: "So if I asked you about art, you
could give me the skinny on every art book ever written.
Michelangelo? You know a lot about him, I bet. Life's

things,

Many of us - myself included- must stretch to
understand people from other cultures and recognize the

1950s, it was a simpler world. "Diversity" was not part of

limits of our own cultural perspective. When we engage

our vocabulary or our campus culture.

people from another culture at a significant level, beyond

There were few voices on campus to challenge our

work, criticisms, political aspirations. But you couldn't

ple in general, not only because of their backgrounds.

mere conversation, this calls into question our own

tell me what it smells like in the Sistine Chapel. You've

assumptions about who we were or where we were going.

assumptions and certainties. Often this makes us uncom-

never stood there and looked up at the beautiful ceiling.

We tried to understand American culture by studying his-

fortable . But our ways of doing things are not the only

If I asked you about love, you'd give me a sonnet. But

tory, philosophy, and some literature of other Western

ways and might not be the best ways either.

you've never really loved. If I asked you about war, you

cultures. But in many ways those studies reinforced our

could quote every novel and nonfiction work ever written

perspective rather than challenged it. Following the

ing process. Its method is dialogue. Dialogue happens

Second Vatican Council and the Vietnam War, our world

among people. It is not a one-sided oration or even a
casual conversation. To take part in a dialogue we must

much because you have never experienced holding some-

changed and kept on changing.
Today California is one of the most ethnically diverse

become engaged with particular people whose lives are

one's hand while they were dying of cancer."

places on the face of the earth. Historic levels of immi-

shaped by specific problems and opportunities. Dialogue

gration have led to a remarkably multicultural state. Our

forces us to put a human face on the problems of our

his accumulation of knowledge has not made him more

student body reflects the region's profile. More than 40

times. It also requires that we engage in a conversation

humane. For all his genius and extraordinary knowledge,

percent of our students come from ethnic groups that are

with a conscious awareness of our own particular heritage

he has no empathy, no linkage to other people. Lacking

numerically ethnic group minorities. And, if we reflect

and social location, combined with a willingness to learn

understanding of himself and others, he is miserable and

California in 2010, we will no longer have a "majority"

and change attitudes and behaviors.

a miserable failure in human relationships. His life has

on campus.

little meaning.
A central question of Jesuit education is: Do our stu-

A single culture no longer exists on campus. The

"cultural gap" created a wall between the brilliant South

admission of women in rg6r transformed Santa Clara for

Boston kid and the college professor- a wall that crum-

God

about war. But you've never been there. If I asked you
about dying, you would say a lot. But you couldn't tell me

Sean is trying to wake up Will. His voracious reading,

A pedagogy of engaging other cultures is a challeng-

We see a hint of this in Good Will Hunting. Initially, the

dents become more humane or not? Engage with life or

the better. In the 1990s the emergence of racial, ethnic,

bles only with face-to-face, humane dialogue. In many

not? Work to transform the world or not? Does a Santa

and economic diversity is causing a similar transforma-

ways this is the challenge we all face: engaging our stu-

Clara education fire both their minds and hearts?

Ignatius connected spirituality with the world. People

Will Hunting uses his natural intelligence and knowl-

learn to find God in the thick of things, not retreating to

tion, again for the better.

dents, touching their minds and hearts. This is not a

] esuit colleges in the United States traditionally pre-

simple task. Dialogue, therefore, is the core of a pedagogy

edge to keep life at a distance. His life on the streets is

monastic solitude. He believed passionately that God

pared the sons of immigrants to join the middle class.

of engagement. It is the primary method for collabora-

raucous but empty of meaning because he would rather

would be glorified by making the world more humane.

They succeeded in teaching the skills and discipline needed

tion and the discovery of truth for society and culture, as

to have successful careers . Santa Clara, however, does

well as for personal understanding.
As a university community we must believe that truth

read about humanity than become engaged with it. Will

To this day Jesuits and their colleagues want to edu-

has not integrated anything. He has intellectual competence but is without conscience or compassion.
Five hundred years ago another young man, Ignatius

cate the whole person because their ideal is to integrate

not seek to homogenize our students' diverse back-

faith and reason, mind and body, intellect and culture.

grounds so that they will fit comfortably into the middle

and knowledge will be discovered in dialogue. Dialogue

They find God in combating ignorance and confronting

class and the professions. Nor do we want to prepare

leads to finding new ways of thinking by reflectively

of Loyola, was "given over to the vanities of the world."

injustice, in preaching the Word and writing scholarly

them for a pluralism that is tolerant but unengaged with

engaging people of different cultures. While serious

He also was hunting for his path in life. Over a course of

articles, in debating the comparative merits of political

inquiry into today's problems leads people of good will to

2 0 years he moved from_ courtier and soldier to wander-

systems and visiting the sick. This spirituality of engage-

other cultures.
The new cultural realities of our campus call for a

ing preacher and temporary prison guest of the

ment demands a pedagogy of engagement: students

different kind of pedagogy. We have come to realize that

find the common ground and ideals. Dialogue's explo-

Inquisition. At 31 he returned to grammar school to

should actively participate in the learning process and

what we see depends upon where we stand and to whom

ration must begin with an intellectual multidisciplinary

learn Latin so that he could qualify for the university.

learn to engage the problems and potential of this world.

we listen. That does not mean relativism. But it does

analysis. But ultimately it must move us to constructive

mean a new modesty about our assumptions and a new

action. And this, in turn, can lead to an integrated and

openness to groups and perspectives other than our own.

richer education, one that is appropriate to our world of

Eventually he earned his degree from the University of

In earlier times students at Jesuit colleges were expected

Paris. He and six fellow students in theology and the

to show what they had learned by holding disputations in

humanities founded the Society of Jesus.

philosophy and theology, reciting their own poetry, taking

The pedagogy of the early] esuits expressed Ignatius's
own spirit. Extremely intelligent and university-educated,

10
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We need to develop pedagogies and scholarly evi-

different strategies and solutions, dialogue is needed to

many cultures.

dence that will help us all learn from each others' cul-

This is the first section ofPresident Locatelli's 1998 convocation address. The second part

tures. Let us admit how challenging this can be for faculty

will appear in the M'!Y Santa Clara Magazine.
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GROWING ENVIRONMENTAL INTERESTS

high in Trinidad's North Range mountains , Courtenay
Rooks, David's son and Edward's cousin, had created the

SCU' s Environmental Studies Program was founded seven

Paria Springs Trust. With a nature lodge as the focal

years ago by Janice Edgerly- Rooks, Amy Shachter, associ-

point, he planned to conduct natural history tours and

ate professor of chemistry, and Peter Minowitz, associate

educational programs on the grounds of a former cocoa

professor of political science, to address environmental

plantation. But first he needed to demonstrate to the

issues through interdisciplinary exchange. An environ-

government how ecotourism (responsible travel that has a

mental action component, typified by the Caribbean

low impact on the environment while sustaining the local

research, soon became a hallmark of the program.

populace) would affect the community.
In a flurry of e-mails from Courtenay Rooks in

"Dennis Gordon [director of international programs

Anew slant on

and professor of political science] and I always thought,"

Trinidad to Edgerly-Rooks in Santa Clara, an agreement

says Edgerly- Rooks, "that it would be wonderful to take

was made to assign to SCU students the research compo-

study abroad

students into a tropical country, a developing nation,

nent of his action plan. Likewise , Environment Tobago

where they could have a different experience from typical

agreed to host students in the coastal town of Speyside,

study abroad. The traditional model usually isn' t

which David Rooks identified as an ideal site for Tobago's

designed for science students . But opportunities abound

test case census.

for them in our Caribbean project, and it allows them to

[ BY DEBRA H. BLACI<]

Tiffa'!Y Vu, Janice Edgerjy-Rooks, Lisqy Chizmar, and
Sophia Cope take cover in a Little Tobago rainstorm.

The students' lodging in Brasso Seco.

Next, International Programs and Environmental
Studies faculty members asked Peter Facione, dean of the

give back to the community."

After a hike, the Brasso Seco contingent takes
a dip beneath a wateifall.

Roasting corn on an outdoor mud stove.

or twelve SCU students, Summer 1998 meant a month-long chance to live on
lush tropical islands. However , environmental and social research- not sun, sand, and surf- was the focus of their
days, as they helped to document the potential environmental and social impact of tourism in Trinidad and Tobago .
SCU students have been visiting Trinidad and Tobago for the past five years as part of a Summer study tour offered by

College of Arts and Sciences, to help fund students and the

LOCAL CONNECTIONS

proposed research. His answer was unhesitatingly affirmative. "The project linked learning with service, scholarship

The Summer program to Trinidad and Tobago was the

with justice," he said. "It represented a beautiful coming

result of a confluence of serendipitous alliances. Both

together of so many things that Santa Clara stands for as a

the International Programs and Environmental Studies divisions , but last Summer's student contingent arrived with a spe-

Gordon and Edgerly-Rooks have conducted research on

cial assignment. Two local environmental organizations, the Paria Springs Trust and Environment Tobago, had invited

the Caribbean, and Edgerly- Rooks has personal connec-

them and faculty members Janice Edgerly-Rooks, associate professor of biology, and Margaret "Peg" Graham, assistant

Trinidad native as well as a Summer instructor with SCU.

Jesuit university. It was a fabulous juncture."

tions to the country. Her husband, Edward Rooks, is a

professor of anthropology, to conduct field research. Paria Springs Trust needed a baseline study to develop an environ-

PREPPING FOR ACTION RESEARCH

The Rooks family has been involved in preserving
Trinidad's natural history for three generations. David

Mter a group of natural and social science students was

mentally safe nature lodge in the rainforest, and Environment Tobago needed scholarly data for a census study on Tobago ' s

Rooks , Edward' s uncle, is an environmental activist and a

formed, SCU faculty created Spring offerings to prepare

biodiversity as well as help in developing an environmental education program.

founding member of Environment Tobago. In Fall 1997

them for field research. Edgerly-Rooks taught a class on

when he was a guest speaker at SCU, students were so

how to conduct a bird census. Graham lectured on inter-

energized by his talk they rushed to Edgerly-Rooks' office

view methods and collecting ethnographic data. And

In Trinidad and Tobago, SCU researchers found themselves making valuable contributions to the country's ecological
development and gaining firsthand knowledge of complex issues such as global tourism, economic development, and
environmental awareness.
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and exclaimed , "We want to help. We want to do research

Gordon taught an overview of the history and politics of

in the islands. "

Trinidad and Tobago.

Meanwhile in Brasso Seco, a small rainforest village
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would be working at a graduate student level when on the

clear that the local knowledge of ethnobotany rested in the

islands. "That's when they realized," she says, "the ingenu-

hands of village elders and might not be passed down or

"Since your students left, it is almost as thou~h the communi~ has lost some of its own members."- Courtenay Rooks

ity and independent thinking that were going to be

recorded. The two therefore devoted themselves to docu-

required of them. No one was going to hand them a

menting this information. During hiking trips and garden

Tobago to create an environmental education program and

Tobago, which was so impressed by their findings it passed

recipe with their methodology laid out."

walks, villagers pointed to the plants they used in making

establish research norms. Marketing and political science

them to the Tobago House of Assembly, the country's

preparations. From purifying blood to making musical
instruments, plants proved the backbone of village life.

students Williams and Bonning questioned local residents
about ocean water quality, reef viability, and tourism.

main governing body.
Achievements continue. In recent months, the

Psychology and biology majors Chizmar and Cope went to

University of the West Indies has asked Chizmar and Cope

TRINIDAD FINDINGS

Fagundes ' surveys of regional birds established infor-

The Trinidad contingent- Noelle Andrews '99, Kelly

mation to track the changes that development would

the nearby island of Little Tobago to conduct a bird census

to submit a revised manuscript of their bird census for

Warren '98 , Eric Fagundes '98, Anne Duncan '99,

bring. He also gave the community recommendations on

and identified 41 species . On the same island biology

publication. And back at home students are sharing work

Shauna Roitenberg '99, and Marc Hanson '98- made

how to integrate bird survival into development plans .

majors Vu and Nguyen documented for the first time which

with fellow students. Cope gave a full lecture to an upper-

Meanwhile, Hanson, Roitenberg, and Duncan worked

their home in the 350-resident village ofBrasso Seco.
Their lodgings were a two-room cement structure with few

with the community to address questions about the sus-

termite and social wasp species inhabited Little Tobago.

division ecology class on the theory of island biogeography.
Williams and Bonning will present their assessment of

Residents of Speyside spoke candidly with students

amenities: a propane burner, a loft with sleeping mat-

tainability of ecotourism. Through interviews and obser-

about the many changes they had observed in their

environmental awareness in Speyside to political science

tresses, and a few yards of mosquito netting. There, by

vations, they documented the system ofland ownership,

ecosystem. Residents knew the number of fish was

students this Spring. And Vu and Nguyen have applied to

candle and lantern light, they compiled their field notes

political and social organization, family structure, reli-

decreasing but did not associate this problem with pollu-

graduate school in entomology. "When students are ener-

and discussed their daily experiences far into the night.

gion, and daily activity of the villagers and concluded that

tion caused by village runoff or dumping practices.

gized this way, when they hear their peers give informative,

villagers were most concerned about the effect tourism

Students found that tour guides were following practices

well-researched presentations , it' s inspiring," says

The team was assigned tasks according to academic dis-

Gathering information from the villagers
for a research stucfy

Housekeeping chores remain the same, no matter
what the locale.

Keljy Warren, Shauna Roltenberg, and Anne Duncan
with a Brasso Seco plant expert

cipline. Biology majors Andrews and Warren studied the

might have on their local environment, their community,

ethnobotany of the area, documenting how plants are used

and their own families.

Ma rc Hanson interviews a villager about the
history of his communi!J.

Keljy Warren, Eric Fagundes, and Noelle
Andrews conduct a bird survry.

An herbalist shop's displ'!Y of remedies made
from local plants

detrimental to the environment, such as breaking off

Edgerly-Rooks. Indeed, SCU students have been inspired

coral to show tourists. They recommended a series of

-and their research has left a mark.

in everyday life. Fagundes, also a biology major, per-

educational initiatives to help build environmental

formed a biodiversity survey to lay the foundation for bird

TOBAGO FINDINGS

awareness on the island.

Hanson, anthropology and political science majors, exam-

On Tobago, Nicole Williams '99, Robert Bonning '99,
Lisay Chizmar ' 98, Sophia Cope '99, Tiffany Vu '99, and

HOME AGAIN

follow-up research. This Summer Amy Shachter, associ-

ined the community in historical, cultural, socioeconomic,
and organizational contexts, to provide a study from

Nam Nguyen '99 moved into a house in the fishing village

The twelve student researchers returned from Trinidad

professor of English, will teach in the islands . And for

which to assess future change.

of Speyside, home to the world's largest brain coral.

and Tobago enlivened by their experience. Not only had

another 12 students SCU' s Summer program will provide

they lived in a foreign culture and studied issues of global

firsthand exposure to the many environmental and social

importance, but they had taken the first steps toward

issues facing Trinidad and Tobago .

population monitoring. And Duncan, Roitenberg, and

For biology majors Andrews and Warren it became

The researchers quickly set to work with Environment

"The rh~hm of your day is punctuated by natural events ... flocks of parrots scream in~ by as they seek ripe fruit,
exuberant tropical downpours at noon, tarantulas inspectin~ the corners of your room, lizards scamperin~ by, bats
whirring past after sunset. Here nature is your home, and your home is nature."- Janice Ed~erly-Rooks

Trinidadians and Tobagans , plans are underway for 1999
ate professor of chemistry, and Fred White , associate

sophisticated scholarly research with relevance outside the
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Debra H. Black is a freelance writer living in Redwood Ci!J, California.

classroom. Reports of the Brasso Secan team were presented to the Paria Springs Trust, the Brasso Seco Village
Council , and its Tourist Action Committee for consideration in developing community projects . Likewise , reports
from the Tobagan team were submitted to Environment

I4

While the findings of the 1998 SCU researchers are
being absorbed by Santa Clarans as well as by

SANTA CLARA

For more information on the Trin idad and Tobago Program or Stucjy Abroad, contact Dennis Gordon,
director, International Programs, 408-554-6940;Jor more information on Environmental Studies,
ca/1 408-554-4799; and for information on howj•ou can support similar projects, contact Marie
Brancati, College ofArts and Sciences, 408-554-230 1, <mbrancati@scu.edu>.
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Women Broncos

Mandy Clemen s ' oo

sought glory at the
NCAA championships.

Nikki Serlenga ' o o

Angeles to watch a high school tournament. I tried
to explain to an alum where Santa Clara was

BY SAM SCOTT '96

ranked. I was looking for diamonds in the

ixteen minutes into the

rough to make a name for SCU." The hard

rgg8 women's soccer
playoffs, the Broncos

success. Just two years after taking over the team,

showed why it's wise for

Smith coached his first post-season game. Since

fans to wait until half-time to buy

then, the Broncos have made it to the playoffs every

refreshments. From a throw-in

year and six times to the semi-finals.

too far out to look threatening,

These days Smith and his coaching staff don't need to look

defender Kim Pickup 'oo stepped
into one of her flip throws- hand-

for diamonds in the rough. Thanks to their national reputation and strong funding from the

springs that turn her tall frame into a

University, they bring in gems of

sprung catapult- and hurled a 35-yard missile to Nikki
Serlenga 'oo who thumped it into the net with a sharp header. It was like
two basketball players connecting on an ally-oop

the highest brilliance: players
who have strong chances of following in the footsteps of

thrown from half court, an exclamation point
of skill, athleticism, and creativity.

Kim Picku p ' oo

work of Smith and his early players led to quick

Brandi Chastain-Smith 'gr,
Daniell e Slaton ' 02

an Olympic gold medalist

Flip throws were only one weapon in a

who is an assistant coach

rgg8 SCU roster crammed with talent.

and Coach Smith's

Eight Broncos - more than in any

wife . Indeed , the rgg8

other year- were members of the U.S. under-20

SCU freshman class of

team. From the offense that scored more goals than any other in

women soccer players was

Santa Clara history to the defense that led the nation in fewest

voted tops in the nation by a consortium of soccer publications.

goals allowed, the team was as deep in talent as any in the

Smith credits his players with making sure the recruits choose

Division I ranks. In 24 games Santa Clara outscored all of its

Santa Clara . "We have a wonderful team to work with. After vis-

opponents 8r to 4 - a lopsided ratio that helped the team set a

iting campus, go percent of the recruits come away thinking what

national record for consecutive shutouts, sweep its way to a sec-

a fun team ours would be to play on."

ond consecutive West Coast Conference title, and reach the

Among the most anticipated players next year will be Alyson
Wagner , the rgg8 Gatorade High School Player of the Year and

semi-finals for the third year running.
"I think they were the best team in the nation," says Stanford

Parade Magazine Co -player of the Year. Wagner chose Santa Clara

coach Steve Swanson whose Cardinals were the only team in the

over perennial powerhouse North Carolina. "I wanted to help SCU

regular season to escape without losing, earning a 0-0 draw.

win its first national championship. I didn't want to follow the

For Head CoachJerry Smith, the Broncos' success marks the pro-

crowd by going to North Carolina to help them win their r6th," says

gram's ascension to the highest echelon of the collegiate soccer world .

the SanJose native who will join a rggg Bronco squad that returns

"We've reached the upper plateau," says Smith, surveying the busload of

ten of eleven starters . "I definitely think next year we can win the
championship."

top talent on his team. "We're not just top-notch. We ' re one of the very

If that's the case, you can bet Kim Pickup won' t be the only Bronco

few schools that has a chance to win a national championship."
It's a long way from rg87 - the year Smith took over the team that had

doing flips.

never been to the post-season and began to turn it into a national con-

Sam Scott lives in Saratoga, CA. Photographs courte~ Universi!J Sports Infomation Office.

tender. Scouting the state for talent, Smith says, "Once I drove to Los
r6
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prove that a rich life follows cifficial retirement.
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While industry often celebrates
retirement with a gift ofa gold watch, academia has a unique W£9 of
honoring the retirement of exceptional facul!J members- the awarding ofemeritus status.
At Santa Clara emeritus status is conferred ~ the president based on positive recommendations from senior departmental colleagues, the retiree's dean, and the Universi!J provost. According to Provost Stephen Privett, S.j., "the initiative comes from the department in recognition ofoutstanding contribution as a teaching scholar during the person's tenure
on the facul!J . It is the Universi!J 's final opportuni!J to honor one of its distinguished colleagues."
But what is the retired life offacul!J members emeriti like? Do thry continue to exhibit the same intellectual curiosi!J
and passion for sharing knowledge as thry did while foil-time professors? ExactJy what new interests and skills does retirement allow them time to develop?
William Shakespeare believed that there were seven stages of man- mewling infant, whining schoolbl!)l, sighing lover,
quarrelsome soldier, bearded justice, spectacled wheezer, and second childhood "sans teeth, sans ryes, sans taste, sans
everything. " Yet as life expectanry has more than doubled since Elizabethan times, these stages clearJy require amendment
to account for the increasing vitali!J of retirees.
And so Santa Clara Magazine proudJy features six ofthe Universi!J's 23living emeritus facul!J members- not
a wheezer or second-time-round child among them.

...........................

EM E RITI

in touch with campus happenings through her
housemate, SCU religious studies faculty member
Sr. Rita Claire Dorner. She also hears regularly from
several of her past students.

the Rose Sea region of Antarctica. Serving as alector and briefly as a pastoral council member of the
Santa Maria de la Paz Catholic Community ,
Sheehan sometimes pitches in to help maintain the

Granted a one-year sabbatical from the Sinsinawa
Dominican Congregation that parallels her first year
of retirement, Sr. Anne Marie has used the time for

church grounds and is a member of the bell choir .
When his church requested that parishioners tell
their family stories by carving corbels (architectural

reading, writing, and reflection. She also began to
prepare for her own death. She writes , "I am only

supports) for the new church, he carved a pair featuring a fish in the style of the early Greek
Christians and a shamrock.

70, a young 70, I believe, but I know I am coming to
the end of my life and I rejoice in being able to gather
the pieces together, to say 'thank you,' or 'I'm sorry,'
or 'I love you,' or 'can I help you?' .. . Life in this
great year has been a peaceful, hopeful, exhilarating
experience."

Since taking a sabbatical in France in 1983 ,
Sheehan has kept an active interest in the French
language . He listens to tapes of French literature
daily and reads French stories aloud to himself. In

1995 he spent two weeks at school in Paris to maintain and improve his speaking.
Asked his secret for enjoying his retirement years
to the fullest , Sheehan attributes "volunteer activities
as a natural and vital means of meeting people , of

WILLIAM SHEEHAN

staying fit physically and mentally, and of becoming
part of the general life of Santa Fe."

PROFESSOR OF
CHEMISTRY EMERITUS

ELIZABETH MORAN

PROFESSOR OF

SISTER ANNE
MARIE MONGOVEN

PROFESSOR OF
RELIGIOUS STUDIES
EMERITA

In Fall I997 her newfound leisure time allowed
her to take an oil painting class, complete three canvases, and participate in an art show. It also gave her
the chance to visit several New Mexico pueblos and
cities, where she studied one of her key interests , the
art of Native Americans.
The next Fall she traveled to Rome for ten days,
taking in such attractions as St. Peter's Basilica and
the Vatican Museum. She was privileged to attend the
canonization of Edith Stein and made pilgrimages to
the hometowns of St. Francis of Assisi and St.
Catherine of Siena.
An avid reader , Sr. Anne Marie claims to keep sev-

F

or Sister Anne Marie Mongoven, who was award-

ed emerita status in May I997 , retirement is still
a new phenomenon , but one she has embraced with
enthusiasm .

!8

I

eral biographies, novels, mysteries, and religious
works going at one time . "Reading is both my hobby
and my delight, " she says, "and it keeps me learning. "
The Dominican sister lives in San Jose and stays
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ince retiring from Santa Clara in 1991, William
Sheehan, professor of chemistry emeritus,
reports that his involvement with chemistry has been

S

limited to cooking, despite the supply of chemical
apparati he keeps at the ready in his garage. By and
large his retirement years have been devoted to
interests he didn't have time to develop while teaching chemistry- namely, the fine arts and the French

ENGLISH EMERITA

E

Iizabeth Moran's e-mail URL tells it all:
"nanaprof. " She has embraced the Internet not

language.
Sheehan and his wife chose to retire in Santa Fe,

only as a way to conduct everything from genealogical to grant research, but also as a means to keep in

New Mexico, because of its beautiful setting and
proximity to ski slopes. He quickly became part of
the community by signing up for docent training at
the Museum of Fine Arts and for various classes at

touch with her growing family. On January 23,
1999 , her URL became a misnomer as "nana"
became a "great-nana, " with the birth of her first
great-grandchild . Moran is the mother of four chil-

the local community college.
Occasionally he and his wife welcome to Santa Fe

dren and nine grandchildren - five of them SCU
alumni- and devotes a considerable amount of time
to e-mail correspondence.

their several children, and in 1997 they traveled to
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FACULTY EMERITI

Although she retired in February 1989 as director

in his office in the History Department ("I 'sublet'

Greek and Roman classics to contemporary litera-

George Giacomini's office there, " he notes), usually

ture. Today his public persona is lar gely maintained

her two favorite courses - Mrican Literature and

without a lunch break.

electronically. Intrigued, like many of his fellow

which ti:rne she "really" retired.

EM E RITI

neering school in 1992, forces conspired to make
his dream a reality.
With the help of relatives and past students ,

The major difference between pre-retirement

emeriti, with the wonders of e-mail, Lievestro finds

Chan

and retirement schedules for him is that he no

it a major complement to his traditional "window on

Technological University (ITU) in Santa Clara.

succeeded

in

launching

Inter national

Committed to improving the life of homeless

longer teaches classes . Instead, he is able to devote

women and children, she has been a member of the

himself full-time to his research and writing on

emic program enriched with an experiential com-

Los

Mexican-Americans.

ponent , ITU offers MS and PhD degree programs

Gatos-Saratoga Branch of the American

Association of University Women' s Committee on

Honored as the recipient of the Patrick A.

Homeless Women and Children since 1989. And for

Donohoe Chair in History from 1983-1989, Meier

Tar geted at working professionals seeking an acad-

i n applied mathematics, computer engineering,
CHRISTIAAN LIEVESTRO

electrical engineering, software engineering, and

the past two years she has co-chaired the group. An

was among the first to provide SCU students a mul-

active participant in founding San Jose 's Georgia

ticultural perspective on the history of the Amer icas.

Travis Center in 1992, a drop-in center for home-

Retirement has allowed him time to research and

less women and children, she continues to work

write four works on Mexican-Americans, among

there as a volunteer and advisory board co-chair.

them Mexican Americans/American Me1icans: From Conquistadors

Moran credits her SCU experience in obtaining fed-

to Chicanos and Notable Latino Americans, which he claims

Chan honed many of his administrative skills at

eral and private grants as laying the groundwork for

have "brought in a few bucks." He currently is finish-

Santa Clara , having served as chair of the electrical

successful fundraising for the Travis Center . A

ing his fifth post-retirement book, The Enryclopedia ofthe

engineering department from 1969 to 1984, as act-

Presbyterian Elder, she also served for six years on

Mexican-American Civil Rights Movement, co-authored with

the Justice and Mission Committee of the San Jose

Margo Gutierrez. His writing has taken him to Texas

the world , " the mailbox. Not only does he use e-mail ..

Presbytery from 1992-1998.

and Mexico , and he also has traveled to such spots as

to stay in touch with past students and colleagues of

Mter 30 year s at SCU Moran has made many faculty and staff friends whom she continues to see reg-

Russia, China, Costa Rica, and Malta .
Meier appreciates the continued support he

an MBA program in international business management. ITU also offers a BS program in comput-

PROFESSOR OF

er science. The univer sity currently enrolls 140

ENGUSH EMERITUS

students . Within the next decade Chan hopes to
open several other campuses in Southeast Asia.

more than 30 years duration, but also to correspond

SHU-PARK CHAN

with college and high school friends .

ularly for lunch . She also continues to serve on the

receives from the History Department and the

An experienced world traveler, Lievestro confess-

Lampkin Award Committee, which annually selects

University and feels it shows their interest in their

es that "today my travels are confined to 'head trips '

PROFESSOR

an African-American student who demonstrates

retirees' continued growth. His presence on campus

experienced in my endless r eading and writing."

OF ELECTRICAL

special ability in one of the performing arts .

gives former faculty colleagues ample opportunity to

After his native Dutch, he is able to read German,

ENGINEERING

stop by his office for pre-retirement counseling.
"Should I take a phased-in retirement? " "How will I

French, Norwegian , Yiddish , and Mrikaans, in
addition

to

English,

his

second

EMERITUS

language .

use my time if I fully retire? " are among the ques-

Consequently, he never runs short of reading mate-

tions he frequently fields. For h imself, though, there

r ial. H e is now attempting to master yet another lan-

is only one answer : "I hope never to fully retire . "

guage, Italian, which should aid in his lifelong love
ing dean of the school of engineering from 1988 to

of opera.
Lievestro believes that joining the Santa Clara

1989, and as the first Wilmot J. Nicholson Family

PROFESSOR OF

D aised in rural northern New England by Dutch
.J::'- parents, it is not surprising that Christiaan

faculty in 1969 was the greatest career move of his
life. A Quaker, he nonetheless felt that "ajesuit uni-

Chair Professor from 1987 to 1992. In 1995-96 he
also served as "commuter president" of Chu Hai

HISTORY EMERITUS

Lievestro has focused his retirement years on the out-

versity would be an ideal place for a humanist and

doors . An avid gardener since age six, he now is able

that certainly proved true ."

College in Hong Kong, an institution founded by
his father that was in need of his turnaround skills .

MArrMEIER

t o exercise his passion year round at his home in the

A man of diverse talents , Chan is also a profes-

woodsy Saratoga hills . Yet a competing passion- one

sional water colorist who has studied Chinese brush

compromises, namely resorting to container garden-

F

fourth time, not the third, that proved the

his watercolors and regularly exhibits his work- both

ing, so that his two terriers, Molly and Charley D, will

charm . Pursuing his dream for more than 25 years

solo and with his wife (he specializes in landscapes,

not dig up all his horticultural efforts .

of founding a technological institute, he had many

she in birds) throughout California .

for dogs - has forced him to make some gardening

D etirement is a relative term for Matt Meier, 8r,
.J::'- professor of history emeritus. To anyone fol-

I

FA C UL T Y

of the Teaching and Learning Center , Moran taught
Pan-African Literature -for the next five years, at

~o

""""'""""""""""""""'~

o r emeritus professor Shu-Park Chan it was the

painting since his youth. He has published a book of

lowing his daily schedule , life would not appear to

The retired English professor claims never to

false starts. Attempts to get such a university off the

have changed substantially since his retirement in

have been a "public person," save for his regular

ground failed in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and main-

1987. He continues to put in a seven-hour work day

appearances in front of classes on everything from

land China. But upon retiring from SCU's engi-
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I Class Notes I

By SCU Alumni Association Executive Director Jerry Kerr '6r

Tributes to a 'trio of loyal workers

university requires the collective support of alumni

Although the gray fall mist created by the death of

who have benefited from a Jesuit education.

Louis]. Bannan, S.J., shrouded the opening of Fall

Last year 30 percent of our undergraduate

quarter, SCU alumni chose to gather for three

alumni donated. Yet in a recent five-year period

memorable events honoring Paul Neilan '70 , Jim

63 percent of the group made a gift. Although cir-

Jennings 'go, and Becky Villareal HM '56.

cumstances change and gift amounts will vary,

Santa Clarans from the 1930s through the rggos

your participation each year will help put the annual

joined to toast and roast Paul- "the man born to be

drive over the top of the Association's goal.

district he attended as a child. He has two
children, Kiara, 8, and Alejandro, II.

By Amy Raimundo '95
Donohoe Alumni Hou se, Santa Clara Universi!J
Santa Clara, CA 95053-9980
Phone 408-554-68oo
Fax 4-08-554--2155
araimundo@scu.edu

65 Tom McGurk wrote a feature on biologically integrated walnut farming for the

San joaquin Farm Bureau News. On Sundays

few weeks later Jim's goth birthday provided the Athletic

Are you considering a career change? Are you puzzled about the

Department with a date on which to recognize 'J.J.," who has

direction you want your career to take? Susan Robertson,

set a record for unpaid full-time service: 22 years and still

assistant director of career services, might offer you an answer

counting. Associates and former students surrounded Becky at

through the Self-assessment Workshop for Alumni. The work-

a testimonial dinner to honor her 50 years of service to SCU.

shop, scheduled to meet four times in three-hour sessions, will

Describing her first days on campus at the Bronco Corral

help you identifY your skills, interests, values, and personality type.

through her later years at Orradre Library, tributes flowed cit-

It will introduce you to the career option process and provide you

ing her good humor and kind acts.

with work options. Call Susan at 408-554-4861; e-mail

Father Lou would have enjoyed each of the festive occasions
during which his friends were honored.

Psychology Department at University of

Glanera Society, September 10-11,1999

~

Q!)

Malley who heads our Alumni Career Advisory Program .
For details phone 408-554-6800; e-mail<cmalley@scu.edu>.

Glanera Society, September 10-11,1999

Directors, special tributes were extended to those individuals

Following a new path

whose terms expired. Each has made distinct contributions to

For the better part of this decade, the alumni staff has been

SCU: Fr. Art Liebscher , S.J. '6g, SCU Jesuit Community;

privileged to work with Victor Valdez '84, MA '94. Victor

Heidi Le Baron-Leupp '84, Burlingame; Jim Kambe '84 and

dedicated himself to our Pastoral Ministries Alumni Chapter

Chris von der Ahe '83, Los Angeles; Molly Haun and Tim

and Alumni Retreats and spent long hours maintaining the

Madden, both 'go, San Francisco; Bob McCullough, Jr. '76,

alumni Web page. Last fall Victor became director of cate-

Marin County; and Marilou Cristina '64 and Donna Moore

chists at San Jose's St. John Vianney Parish. In that post he

MA 'gr, SanJose. To each our deep thanks.

continues to touch many lives in much the same way he did at
the University. His passion for life and goodness was a bless-

Alumni fund participation

ing not only to us in Donohoe but also to the many alumni

Annual Fund participation June 30 marks the close of the
academic fiscal year, as well as the conclusion of the
Association's Annual Fund drive.
This year there are numerous reasons why each alumni
gift is significant. Several are pointed out in the story, "The

Y·6!

with whom he worked. Our best wishes go to Victor.

50

Clifford Bettinger, James Doyle, Armand

"Bones" Ferrante, Michael Gonzales, Frank
Kelly, Thomas McCarthy and their spouses
met at Sausalito's Spinnaker restaurant

52

Santa Clara and the good of our students." This declaration

and consumer sciences at Berry College,
Michael Bonasera lives in Saratoga, CA,

in family intervention, family policy, and

Jenette , and Alison. Michael is vice presi-

human development.

dent of Morgan Stanley Dean Witter,
San Jose. Jonathan Lawson earned an MS in

75 Deborah Moore lives in Pleasanton,

rehabilitation counseling from San Diego

CA, with her three children. Her oldest,

State University in December 1997. He lives

Megan , is an SCU freshman. Deborah

in San Diego . Lorraine (Sylvia) Moore is

is a marketing and sales manager for Koski

principal of Braly Elementary School in

Design and Construction , a residential

the Santa Clara Unified School District.

remodeling company in Pleasanton. Rick
and Pat (Garcia) Robles live in Bakersfield,

CA. Rick is the principal of Mt. View Middle
Bakersfield. John Thurau JD '82 opened a
solo practice in San Jose in April 1998.

May 14-16, 1999

raphy at Fr. Lopez High School, Daytona

John Torll has practiced law in Torrance, CA,

69

and son, Michael, in Palm Coast.

'vith Philadelphia Insurance Co . , Bala

Rick Baker is senior claims examiner

liability. He and his wife, Louise , were
Drexel Hill. George Everhart MBA '76 is

certified by the State Bar of California Board
of Legal Specialization as a specialist in
He and his wife, Sherrie, and son, Jake,
live in Los Alamitos, CA.

president and CEO of Fujitsu PC Corp.,
Milpitas, CA.

76 Kerry (McDonald) Memole is vice

72

president of planning and distribution for
James Ferrlgan Ill is general manager

of his own business, Flag Services Co.,
May 14-16,1999

for 18 years. In September 1998 he was

estate planning and trust and probate law .

married on Sept. 18, 1998, and live in

Santa Clara Universi!J!, Santa Clara, CA 95053-9980
Phone 408-554-68oo; Fax 4-08-554-2155
<jkerr@scu. edu>

Mount Berry, GA. He teaches classes

with his wife, Rita, and daughters, Susan,

Beach, FL. He lives with his wife, Bernice,

m

the Gap, Inc. Outlet stores. She lives in
Redwood City, CA. Robert Strunck , Cook

Inc., a full facility retail-investment flag
company in Reno, NV. Esau Herrera is

County (IL) Assistant Public Defender,
returned to the SCU campus in August 1998

serving his third term as an elected school
board member in East San Jose, the same

also implies that SCU' s designation as an independent
!\·f A GAZI N E / MARCH

68

Joe Edden teaches Latin and photog-

Maintaining Ties Between Graduates & the Campus Since 1881

being independently true to the mission and purpose of

sor and department coordinator of family

School, and Pat is a librarian at CSU-

A statement by Dick O'Brien, father of Jim '6r, under-

ference can be set off by the possible greater advantage of

74 Brian Jory PhD is an associate profes -

mini- reunio n .

scores an incentive cited in the article: "As a private,
Catholic university, Santa Clara does not have the funding

October 8-10, 1999

promoted to full professor in July 1998.

in Augus t 1998 for their sixth annual

October 8-10, 1999

advantages of a publicly subsidized state school. But that dif-

Ueno, recently celebrated their 20th wed-

Wisconsin-Waukesha since 1977. She was

Cynwyd, PA, specializing in bodily injury

alumni challenge," on page 4 of this issue.

Fort Hood, TX. He and his wife, Ikuko

Inn and LoDe Express Cafe in downtown
Denver, CO. Jane Ewens has taught in the

<srobertson@scu.edu >; Web site <www.scu.edu/careerservices>.

During the fall meeting of the Alumni Association Board of

and serves as Deputy Signal Corps Officer,

66 Tom Broemmel has opened the LoDe
October 2, 1999

Another source for insightful career information is Carmel

Leadership terms expire

from the U .S. Army War College in 1997

ding anniversary.

Stockton ( CA) Rowing Club.

Career changes

the SCU Alumni Association and the University. A

SANTA C L A RA

colonel in the U.S. Army. He graduated

he and daughter, Tenley, row with the

a Bronco"- for his decades of dedicated service to

22 1

73 James J . Bondi was promoted to

October 8-10, 1999
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to participate in the an nual Bryan R.

Award from the Boy Scouts of America,

A u g. 27 , 1998. Mary Beth (Roberts) Erenstein

in San Francisco. Victor Valdez MA '94 is the

at Seattle (WA) Preparatory High School.

Shechmeister Death Penalty College spon-

Los Angeles Council, for "exemplifying

and her husband, Mark, welcomed their

director of catechetical ministry at St.John

He and his wife, Ellen , have a one- and- a-

sored by the School of Law. Attendees

the principles of scouting in their personal

first child, Daniel, May 24, 1997. Mary Beth

Vianney Parish , San Jo se. He continues to

took part in one week of intense training

and professional lives."

is associate director of development and

serve as the resident minister at SCU's

focusing on defense of capital cases.

77

81

publications editor at Castilleja School,
Mark and Louise (Haubi) Hilliard live in

half-year-old daughter , Catherine Anne.

87

Alameda Residence Hall.

Palo Alto, CA. Cathy (Souza) and Michael

Scot Asher has joined the Marketing

Glazzy MBA '93 announce the birth of Kyle

85

Stephen, 9 , Michael , 8, and Kristine, 5·

Anthony, Sept. 24 , 1998. Kyle joins

Poncho, welcomed a son, Hayden Kuehl ,

of development and special events. Mary

Access Financial Corporation , San Fran-

Mark is the worldwide director of infor-

parents and three-year-old Spencer Michael

Feb. 9, 1998. Hayden joins sisters Brianna

Louise (Reginato) Bucher and her husband,

Karim (Kong) Baker and her husband,

Phoenix Chamb er of Commerce as director

cisco. Richard Morgin Jr. lives in Weston, CT,

mation technology for Iomega Corporation,

at their h ome in San Ramon, CA. Nancy

and Alyssa at their pare nts' home in

Tim, announce the birth of their first

with h is wife, Lucia, and children , Rikki,

maker of removable mass-storage devices

Peverini and her husband , Ken Craven,

Fresno , CA. Karim has been with Macy's for

child , StevenAlfred, Sept. 6, 1998. Mary

Alana, andJulin .

for personal computing. Julio Ledesma was

welcomed a daughter, Riley James, Mar. 19 ,

ten years and is now on an on-call status.

Louise is a product manager at Hewlett-

elected to a second term in the Philippine

1998 . Riley joins siblings Carson , '2, and

Janet (Mele) Cook and her husband, Greg '86,

Packard Co.'s V ideo Commun ications

House of Representatives. He also was

Kelsey, 5. Nancy is legislative counsel for

live in Pleasanton, CA, with their children,

Division in Santa C lara . The family lives in

named the Alameda County (CA) Teacher

appointed chairman of the House Labor

Consumer Attorn eys of California,

Andrew, 8, James, 5, and Natalie, 3· J anet

Los Altos . Ted Chiappari and hi s wife,

of the Year for the 1997-98 school year.

Committee. He and his wife , Marivi,

Sacramento . Grant Schmieder earned an MS

is global compensation manager and

Camilla, welcomed a daughter , Antonia

Paul Wagstaffe and his wife, J ennifer, wel-

welcomed a son , Julio Carlos V, who j oins

in systems and industrial engineering

Greg i s a director of marketing , both at

Julia , Mar. 15, 1998 . She joins h er o lder

comed their second daughter , Jessica

his sister, Cristina. Adele (Athenour)

on A u g. 13 , 1998, from t he University

Silicon Graphics Computer Systems,

bro ther Nicholas at their home in White

Grace, Aug. 24, 1998, in Sacramento, CA.

Margolis JD '84 and her husband welcomed

of Arizona.

Mountain View . Marc Epstein volunteers as a

Plains, NY. Mike Dineen MBA '94 is co -

tennis officiator with a wheelchair tour-

fo under and director of business develop-

Barbara (Wall) Casey MBA '82 was

their second child, Jack Henry, Sept. 9, 1997·

82

Lisa Giannetto MD practices at Duke

University Medical Center . She is an
May 14-16, 1999

79

Mike MBA '87 and Kathy (Kirrene)

Gonzales '80 live in Mountain View , CA,

h ealth evaluations for individuals and corporate executives. Lisa lives in Durham,

with their fou r children. Mike is San Jose

NC, with h er husband, Tad, and children,

Call Center director for PG&E, and Kathy

Brennan and Parker. Mary (Baden) Hoshiko

is a self-employed accountant. Wally
Prawickl was honored by United Air Lines

is director of programs and training with
the YMCA of Santa Clara Valley. Jennifer

at the 1997 Annual Western Regional

O'Keeffe is a psychologist at Massachusetts

Awards with the "United W e Car e" award

Gene ral Hospital , Boston. Sh e lives in

for community service. The award honors

Lexington with her husband, Jim Joyce ,

individuals who u se personal time and

and two daughters .

in Eugene , OR. Jeffrey Reusch and his wife,
Lind a, welcomed their first child, Megan
Louise, July 1997. In his seventeenth year of
law enforcement, Jeffrey is with the Alameda
(CA) Police Department.

80

welcomed their first child, Nicole, Mar. 28 ,

83

(Pauline) Suzanne Barreras Buse and

h er husband , Paul, were married in
November 1994 and welcomed their first
ch ild , CaitlinJane, on Mar. 27, 1998 .
The couple l ives in Santa Cruz, CA, where
Suzanne is an at-home mom and active in
Sherican announce the birth of a daughter,
Ashleigh Elizabeth, July 15, 1998. She joins

1998 . The family lives in Hermosa Beach,

bro thers Chase, 16, and C hris, 13, at

CA, where Scott h as a full-time commercial

their parents' home in Saratoga , CA. Karen

mediation and arbitration practice. Rita

DeMichells MBA '85 , her husband, Christopher

(Illig) Liebelt is senior vice president and

Sawyer, and their three-and-one-half-

chief operating officer of Illig Construction

year-old daughter Elasan Elizabeth announce

Co . in Los Angeles. In November she

Katie Carey and h er husband, Marc

Kaufmann , welcomed a daughter, Abigael
C lare, Aug. IO , 1998. She joins two-yearold Jillian Rose at their parents' home in
Chevy Chase, MD . Katie is an attorney
for MetLife in it s Washington, DC,
Government Relations Office. Bart Howard
is an armor officer assigned to the U.S.
Army Personnel Command, Alexandria,
service branch sel ected for accelerated

their parish church . Greg Clock and Cathie
Scott Douglas and his w:ife , Adair ,

84

VA. He is one of eight officers in this

resources to provide outstanding community and humanitarian services . He lives

October 8-10, 1999

associate in the Executive Health Program ,
which concentrates o n comprehen sive

the birth of Camryn Madiera Sawyer,

promotion to lieutenant colonel. Bart,
his ,vife, Teresa , and so n , Connor, live in
Burke, VA. Bradley O'Brien and his ,vife,
Lisa, announce the birth of Tess Cath erine,
on June '2, 1998. The fami ly lives in
San Rafael , CA. Kim (Brooks) Scott and her
husband, Malcolm, live in Pleasanton, CA,
with child ren, Danielle, 7, Jason, 5, and
Kristin, '2. Deborah (Fietta) Senior and
h er husband , John, announce the birth of
Robert Anthony on Feb . I , 1998 . Robert
joins his parents and older brothe r , Alex ,
at their home in Lemoore , CA. Shelley
Simmons is a program manager on the pro -

gram solutions and management team

and her father, Edward, received the 1998

at Oracle Corp., in R edwood Shores , CA.

Distinguished Citizen's Construction

She and her husband, Vineet Kapur, live

'24
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State University, Arcata, CA. Carrie "K"
Brennan married Brad Wilhite, July

& Communications Department at the

North Ogden, UT , with his children

78

Wes Bliven received a PhD in physics

on May 23. 1998. He teaches at Humboldt

human resources with Next Card Internet

Kathleen Fritzsche is vice president of

88

from Cornell University, Ithaca , NY,

nament , junior and collegiate matches, and

ment for Radiant Medical, a neurovascular

regional professional events. Last summer

medical device start -up . He lives in Palo

he spent two weeks calling lines at the U.S.

Alt o, CA. Betsy Ferguson married John

4, 1998 .

The couple lives in Oceanside, CA. Victoria
Pamal (Tomczyk) Cano is the employment

and training manager for Hyatt R egency
Kauai Resort and Spa , Kauai , HI. Michelle
Dooling married Mark Box on Sept. 1'2,
1998 , at Mission Santa C lara. They make

their home in Portola Valley, CA. Sherrie
(Crouch) Hald and h er husband, D avid,

welcomed a son, Matthew Edward, Oct. '2,

1998. Sherrie is an obstetrician/gynecologist
in private practice . With two - and-a-halfyear - o ld Rachel, the family makes its home
in Reno , NV. Sean Murphy married Sharon
Zee on May 31 , 1997, in Ross, CA. Sean is
a m anager of corporate sponsorship with
Pier 39, San Francisco. The couple lives in
San Rafael. Heidi (Nolan) and John Thomas
welcomed their second child , NolanJames,

Open in Flushing Meadows , NY. He works

Cheyenne Wilbur on Sept. 6, 1998 , in

full time as a senior mechanical engineer

Pasadena, CA. Betsy is director of admin-

with NEG E lectronics, Roseville, CA, and is

istrative operations at Systems Design,

a captain in the U .S . Air Force Reserve .

Pasadena. Joe Lynam is CEO of lntegretel,

Oct. I, 1997. The family makes its h ome in
San Jose. Terl (French) Trollo and h er hus-

Matt Keowen is director of marketing com-

Inc., a San Jose telecommunications

munications and alliances with Flashpoint

billing company. Richard Mach and his wife,

Technology, Inc., SanJose. Kathie (Lozano)

Mary, announce the birth of Natalie

band welcomed a boy, Dominic, A u g. 19,
1997. The family lives in Sacramento , CA.
Diane (Gilkeson) Zlllotto and h er husband ,

Oliviero, announce the birth of their first
child , Stephen Edward , July '2, 1998.

Sitton and her husband , Rob , announce the

J ozefa on Mar. 13 , 1998. Their so n ,

b irth of Samantha Rose, Oct. 6, 1998.

Kristopher, is four and daughter, Veronika,

86

development manager for European oper-

is five and a half. Richard is business
Jenny (Merk) and Jeff Krenek '87

announce the birth of Leah, J an. 14, 1998.

ations at C isco Systems, San Jose. He

She joins her parents and three- year-old

travels extensively in Central Europe, Russia,

twins , Madeline and Alex, at their home

and the Middle and Near East. The family

outside Portland, OR. Jeff is a computer

lives in Livermore, CA. Lauren (Hackworth)

May 14-16,1999

89

Sandra (Ausman) and Darren Bell

welcomed their first child , N icholas Patrick,

consultant with Hewlett - Packard Co., and

Petersen was awarded the Rome Prize

J enny is an at- home mom. Laura "Lulu"

a t th e American Academy in Rome for the

moved from Vienna, VA, to La Canada

(Moreland) McPhee and her husband , John

1998-99 academic year. She is a doctoral

Flintridge , CA, in April 1998 . Darren is a

'85 , wel comed a son, Max Moreland

candidate in the Art History Department at

McPhee, June 24,1998 , in Greenwich , CT.

the University of Texas-Austin and will

The family lives in Darien with the ir

write her dissertation while a Fell ow at the

other children, Anna , 7, and Andrew,

4·

Academy. Ron and Mary Rock were married

James Mesplay married Marie Anderson

June 1'2, 1998, at Holy Cross Abbey, County

on Au g. 16, 1997, in Boise, ID. Tom O'Connor

Tipperary, Ireland. Ron is vice president

received his MBA from M.I.T. 's Sloan

of operations at Four Green Fields,

School of Management in May 1998 , and is

Burlingame , CA.

Feb. 14, 1998, in Reston, VA. The family

vice president with Lowe Enterprises, and
Sandy is a senior manager with Ande rsen
Consulting. Mike Dawson is with L ewtan
Techno logies, Waltham , MA. He and his
wife, Betsy, welcomed a son , Theodore
Michael , Jan. 6 , 1998. The family lives in
Holliston. Capt. Carl Decker MD is spend ing a year at Camp Hovey near the

R&D early release program manager with

demilitarized zone in Korea, where he is

Informi.x Software , Inc. , Menlo Park, CA.

the p hysician for approximately 3,000.

Guy Tobin is vice president for development
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Lawrence Vallandigham is a manager of regu-

latory affairs with G enentech, Inc. He

92

May 30 , I998, in Bellevue , WA. Karen is
Lani Lynn Biafore passed the February

represents the company to the FDA and

I998 California Bar Exam and works

foreign government regulatory agencies .

with Santa Clara County. She received her

He marriedJudy Sakae on June 27, I998 ,

Confirmation at Mission Santa Clara in

in Mountain View, CA.

April I996 . In June I997 she received her
law degree from Lincoln Law School ,

90

Martin De Szily is branch operations

manager for Toyota Credit de Puerto Rico .
He moved to the island in July I998 .
Jennifer Harmon Lewis and her husband,
Jeff '89, welcomed their second son ,

William Daniel, on Aug. 22 , I998. The
family lives in Seattle, WA. Tom and Liz
(Molone) Kelley announce the birth of

Kathleen, June I4 , I998. Michael Okada is
corporate controller of Data Processing
Resources Corp., Newport Beach, CA,
where he lives. John Ryan and his wife ,
Wendy, are living and working in Boston,
MA, where John is learning to play
ice hockey .

and in December I997 she received a second
bachelor's degree, this one in Italian ,
from SCU. Jenny Lynn married Gabriel
Campbell on Sept. I9, I998, at Mission
San Diego. Mike Moynahan, S.J . , was the
celebrant. The couple lives in Dublin, CA.
Simon Chiu married Christine Chan at St.

Ignatius Church in San Francisco, July 25,
I998. Simon is in his sixth year of teaching
English at St. Ignatius College Preparatory,
where he also coaches the speech and

Timothy Branson JD '96 married

Alexandra Werner '94 on Sept. 26, I998, in

Pacific Grove, CA. Scott and Jacqueline
(O'Brien) Brown welcomed their second child ,

Katherine Anne, Mar . 2, I998. Karrolyne
Fogel PhD finished her doctorate in mathe-

matics at the University of Texas-Austin ,
where she held a fellowship from the National
Physical Sciences Consortium. She is
assistant professor in the Mathematics
Department at California Lutheran
University, Thousand Oaks. Aileen (luna)
Gaspar and her husband , Francis, announce

the birth of their first child, Liana Jasmine
Kawehilani, Aug. I7 , I998. Aileen is a
technical recruiter at Micro Temps Systems
and Programming, SanJose . The family
lives in Fremont. Meredith McAdam married
Drew Smith on Aug. 29, I998 . Meredith
is a PR programs manager with Intel Corp.,
Sunnyvale, CA. Deborah Saunders is a
senior strategy consultant with Andersen
Consulting, Sydney , Australia . Kelly
Underwood married Kara Koeltl in Maui , HI ,

on May 25 , I997 · Kara is manager of
communications and training for the Adobe
Systems sales force in San Jose. Kelly is a
divisional planner for Intel Corp., Santa
Clara. The couple lives in Morgan Hill.

~6

I

Corp. in Redmond , and David is an international public relations manager at Text
roo Corp . in Seattle . The couple lives in
Issaquah . Daniel Gieser earned his master' s
degree in materials science and engineering
from Stanford in June I998 . He is a
process development engineer at Intarsia
Corp., a semiconductor corporation, in
Fremont, CA. David Gonyea and Tracie
Waldram were married on Nov. I5, I997 , in

Portland , OR. They live in Medford, OR,
where David is with Timber Products and
Tracie works at Combined Transport , Inc .
Christy Grandsaert is in her second year

of pediatric residency at Children's Hospital
in Omaha, NE. Jennifer Hamm married

debate team . The couple lives in San

Stuart White on May I6 , I998 in Carmel,

Francisco. Jennifer Dunn MD is completing
her residency in obstetrics/gynecology at
Illinois Masonic Medical Center, Chicago.
Kristin Fabos is a public relations manager

91

an associate financial analyst with Microsoft

with Adobe Systems, Inc., SanJose. She
lives in Los Altos . Jim "Bo" Routh and his ·
wife, Brooke , welcomed their first child ,
Will Archer , Aug. 6, I998 . Bois a real
estate attorney at Naman , Howell, Smith &
Lee in Waco, TX. Patty (Del Santo)

CA. Jennifer is a finance manager at
Applied Materials in Santa Clara. They live
in Campbell. Scott Kelley received his
master's degree from USF inJuly I998 and
is teaching at Brophy High School in
Phoenix, AZ. Lisa Kirk is a third-year associate in the Seattle office of Davis Wright
Tremaine. Lisa works on the Board of
Directors of Seattle Works, a nonprofit
organization devoted to developing a life-

Sackinsky and her husb and , Brian , wel-

comed a girl, Margaret (Maggie) Marie,
Sept. I9, I998. Patty and Brian were

time commitment to volunteering among
young adults . Jocelyn Nguyen graduated
from Creighton University Medical School

married in November I995· The family
lives in Bethel Park, PA. Mark MBA '96
and Michelle (Penner) Schmitz welcomed a
boy, Nathan Daniel, July 3, I998 . The

in May I998. She is a resident at Phoenix
Baptist Hospital in Arizona. Lorraine Snyder
is assistant director of the Washington
Program for the Council on Foreign

family lives in Fremont , CA. Brian and
Bernadette (Breiling) Small welcomed Jacob

Edward, Nov. 7, I998. The family lives in
San Mateo , CA. Mike Wallis is a producer
with GT Interactive Software, a publisher of
entertainment software for the PC , Mac,
Sony PSX, and Nintendo 64 , in Redwood
City, CA. Richard Wall has completed

Relations in Washington, DC . Monica
Zimmerman received her master' s degree in

art history from University of MassachusettsAmherst in I995· Since then she has
been living and working in La Jolla , CA,
where she is gallery director for The
Artists Gallery. She earned a professional
certificate in graphic design in I998 from

94

Christine Balestri married Andrew

Green on June 6 , I998 , in San Diego .

95

Mary Ann Breiling married Ryan Olson

'94 in Seattle , WA. The couple lives in

96

Bret Foreman married Tiffany

Minton, Nov. 27, I998 , at Edinburgh

Christine is a senior analyst at Hewlett-

Bothell . Jennifer Brucker is with Fawcette

Castle in Scotland. Bret is a consultant

Packard Co. in Santa Clara. The couple

Technical Publications in Palo Alto , CA.

with PeopleSoft , Inc. The couple lives in

lives in San Jose . Brandon Bergman and

She lives in Menlo Park. Stacy Sawyer and

Dallas, TX. Ryan Kelsey and Christi Pedigo

Andrea Francoeur were married Sept. I2,

Bryan Conroy were married in March

were married on July I2 , I998, at Mission

I998, in South Lake Tahoe , NV. The

I996 . The couple welcomed their first child,

Santa Clara. They live in New York City

couple makes their home in Milwaukee , WI .

Kody Dalton, September I997· Stacy is an

where Ryan is attending graduate school at

Brandon is a land developer with 2000

inside sales representative with Initio Corp.

Columbia University. Jennifer Philips lives

Development Corp . and Andrea is a second

in SanJose. The family lives in Santa

on Mercer Island, WA, where she works

grade teacher. Josh Brouillette and Sarah

Clara . Ray Esquivel was a legal assistant at

with an e - commerce start - up called Your

McEnery were married at Mission Santa

the intellectual properties law firm of

School Shop located in Seattle. The site

Clara, May 2 , I998. Sarah is a property

Pennie & Edmonds , LLP in Palo Alto, CA.

allows schools and nonprofit organizations

accountant for Avalon Bay Communities,

In August I998 , Ray moved to Los Angeles

to sell their wares over the Internet.

Inc . in San Jose . Josh is the technical

and began law school at University of

Aaron Somer is a consultant with Andersen

manager at Comview Corp. in Livermore .

Southern California. Steve Fitzgibbons is

Consulting. He specializes in the commu-

The couple lives in San Jose. Andrea

the international operations coordinator

nications industry and is working with Bell
Atlantic in New York City. Laura Uffelman

Chidsey is working on her master's degree

for Network Equipment Technologies,

in public administration at Seattle University

Fremont, CA. He is responsible for export

has been a Peace Corps volunteer serving

and is a management systems analyst with

of wide area networking equipment to

in Ukraine since September I996. She

the City of Seattle , Department of Housing

Asia/Pacific and Latin America countries.

is teaching financ e at a university in the

and Human Services . Matt Cook and

Mindy Goforth is director of international

southern city of Nikolev.

Danielle Tatman '95 were married in San Jose,

programs with the San Diego Regional

Sept. I9, I998. Cesar Flores, after working

Economic Development Corporation. She

97

in Italy for a year , is studying international

also sits on the boards of directors of

married at Mission Santa Clara on Aug. 9 ,

management at Thunderbird, The American

the Western Maquiladora Trade Association

I998 . The couple lives in Mountain View,

Graduate School of International Manage-

and of the World Trade Center, San

CA. Both work as software engineers. Tracy

ment in Glendale , Al.. Kim Cook and Martin

Diego. Joe Helmer married Kathleen Reilly

Langley was named Student Teacher of the

Jeff Caltaldo and Lies I Niemeier were

Bodemar were married on October 20 ,

on Aug. I, I998, in Sun River , ID . The

Year in Santa Clara County last academic

I996 , at Mission Santa Clara . They wel-

couple resides in San Francisco. Jennifer

year. She teaches world history and U.S.

comed a baby boy, Shaydon Lane , on Aug.

Kellen married Rey Cubias on Aug. 22 ,

history at Independence High School in

30, I998. Kim is a project manager of

I998 , in San Francisco. Molly McDowell

SanJose . She lives in Los Gatos with her

Web site development at Manual 3, Inc.

married Gene Moreland '92 onJuly 25,

two sons, Chace , I5 , and Christopher,

M artin is a structural engineer at Biggs

I998, in Portland , OR. Molly teaches

I3. Dave Trlpaldi is a sales development rep-

Cardosa Assoc. The family's home is in

math, chemistry, and psychology at LaSalle

resentative with Ascend Communications ,

Milpitas, CA. Zach Lell graduated from

High School , and Gene teaches com-

Inc . in Alameda, CA. Heidi von der Mehden

University of Washington School of Law in

parative religions , social justice , and scrip -

joined the Peace Corps in October I997.

Spring I998 . He is a clerk for the Alaska

ture , as well as coaches football at Central

She is stationed in Tanzania, East Mrica ,

Supreme Court. Steve Mclaughlin was pro-

Catholic High School. Bob Pallthorpe is with

where she teaches chemistry in a Catholic

moted to U .S . Air Force Captain on June I ,

Simplex Solutions in Sunnyvale, CA.

high school on a slope of Mt. Kilimanjaro .

I998, in Taszar , Hungary. Kathy Pivk

He lives in San Jose. Jennifer (Volz) and

married Eric Lindblom inJune I997· Kathy

Anthony San Paolo welcomed their first

98

works in human resources at Seagate

child , Mikayla Ann , June II, I998, in

Mervyn's California in Monterey , CA. She
is training as a manager for the Women's

Anima Clark is a team leader with

Technology in Milpitas, CA, and Eric works

Sacramento. Jennifer is on leave from her

is a resident at Vanderbilt University

in Internet marketing. They reside in

job to stay home with their daughter ,

Ready to Wear Department. Kristen Crowley

Medical Center in Nashville, TN.

Campbell. Alexandra Werner married Tim

and Anthony is a service writer with a Ford

is a field representative for California

93

Branson '91 JD '96 on Sept. 26, I998, in

dealer in Dixon , CA. Michelle Wilson JD

State Assemblyman Jim Cunneen, 24th

Monterey, CA. Wyman Yip graduated from

'98 is with Pillsbury Madison & Sutro, LLP ,

District, Campbell. Nicole Reed married

Lewis & Clark College School of Law in

San Diego, CA. Jan (Vella) Torres and

John Snedigar '97 on Apr. I8, I998. They

State Bank, a start-up bank in Delafield,

Portland , OR, and is with the King County

her husband , Peter, welcomed their first

traveled to Ganton , England , in July to

WI . David Dennis married Karen Ruud '94 on

Prosecutor's Office in Seattle, WA.

child , Mya , on Oct. 28 , I998 . The family

have their marriage blessed in the village

Georgetown University Medical School and

UC-San Diego .

Mark Banholzer is initial organizer

and business banking officer for Delafield

October 8-10, 1999

lives in Savannah, GA.
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tant at Cambridge Management Consulting
church where Nicole's great-great- great -

Eta Kappa Nu , Phi K appa Phi, and Sigma

h e continued to work. He became a

Later Bob and his family moved to San Jose

Bellarmine College Preparatory , he par-

in Washington . Survivors: parents, Richard

grandfather was once the vicar . John is an

Xi, and he was a designated life member of

dispatcher for Shamrock Truck Lines and

where he worked at Made Rite Sausage Co .

ticipated on the SCU boxing team and

and RoseMarie; three brothers.

earned the " most improved boxer" award

associate at Copithorne and Bellows, a

the Institute of Electrical and Electronics

bought cherries for M&R Packing, Lodi ,

until his retirement. After retirement he

public relations firm in San Jose. Nicole is

Engineers. Survivors: wife, Annette; three

CA. Survivors: a daughter; two sisters ; four

was an active volunteer with the Willows

in 1956. George became a real estate

nephews and a niece.

Nutrition Center and served as its president.

broker and eventually owned and operated

He also belonged to the Sons in Retirement

Arrow Realty, Santa Clara. He lived

38

and the Italian Men's Club . He enjoyed

in San Jose . Survivors: wife, Consuela;

Palm D esert, CA. Tom was raised on Bay

golf, bowling, camping, and fishing.

five children .

The philanthropic, intellectual, and cul-

Cottonwood , AZ. John was born in

Farm Island , CA, and attended Alameda

Survivors: wife, Helen; five children; nine

(CA) High School. After attending SCU

grandchildren; two sisters.

68

tural awareness he has contributed to

Jerome, AZ. He worked in the Jerome
Mines and later as an electrical engineer

and law school he passed the bar exam in

for Goodyear Aerospace in Goodyear , AZ.

1943. Tom practiced law in Alameda until

52

He was a member of Elks Lodge #1361.

his retirement in 1978. He was a member

born in Toledo , OH , and graduated from

a BS in chemistry and mathematics from

two 1999 Medici Medallions honoring

Southwest Texas State University , an MA

him as the County's Citizen of the Year.

in mathematics from the University of

Annually recognizing individuals

the financial secretary of the Los Altos

children; six grandchildren; a brother

United Methodist Church. The couple lives

and a stepsister.

in Cupertino.

32
DEATHS
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Frank Lagomarsino, July 31 , 1998 , in

John Pecharich , June 29, 1998 , in

Thomas L. Ferro, Aug. 30, 1998 , in

HATS OFf TO Loc:;\TELLI!

C. Herbert Finnie MBA , Feb. 3 , 1997 .

Herb was a native of San Marcos, TX, and
Robert Serke, Nov. 29, 1997. He was

a resident of Sunnyvale , CA. He earned

Santa Clara County has earned SCU
President Paul Locatelli '60, S.J. one of

Carmichael, CA. A native of South San

Survivors: five children; five grandchildren;

of Elks Lodge of Alameda, Italian American

Central Catholic High School. After

Francisco, he moved with his family to

two great-grandchildren; three brothers.

League, Alpicella Club, and Alameda

attending SCU he became a draftsman and

County Bar Association. Survivors: wife ,

worked for the Army Corps of Engineers

California, and an MBA from SCU. A

who are deeply involved with their

Leona; two daughters; granddaughter

and for T.C . Biebesheimer. He retired in

pioneer in the computing industry , Herb

community, the Medallion will be

Erin Paullus '99.

1992 from the Lucas County , OH ,

retired in 1992 after 34 years at Lockheed

awarded to Locatelli and community

Sanitary Engineers. He was a World War II

Martin Missiles & Space. Prior to joining

volunteer Andrea Longo Thomas at a gala
on Saturday, May 15, at the San Jose

Sacramento in 1906. Frank was a Past
Exalted Ruler of the B .P.O .E . #6. His

34

wife, Louise , preceded him in death .

Mountain View, CA. After graduating

Survivors: a sister and three brothers; sev-

from Hastings College of Law during the

eral nieces and nephews.

Depression, he worked for the State Relief

31

William J. Warren PhD, June 26, 1997,

from pulmonary failure following a severe
stroke. Warren grew up in Crannell, CA,

Robert Neuwald , July 16, 1998 , in

48

William J. Feeney MD, Sept. 4 , 1998,

Company. In World War II he served in a

and seven children, including James '76 and

the choir and was an usher at Gesu Church .

accomplishments are recorded in the 1997

U .S. Army anti - aircraft battalion, com -

Mary-Elizabeth Lyons '89.

He was also a member of the Charlie's

edition of Who's Who in America. Herb was a

Angels at Gesu Parish. Bob, known as "Hans ,"

founding parishioner of the Church of the

was an excellent dancer and enjoyed

Resurrection in Sunnyvale and a long- time

reading and skiing. Survivors: wife , Beverly;

Cursillista. Herb played with several dance

City Commission. According to Kimber-

two brothers and a sister; several nieces

bands in high school and college , sang in

ley Paraday, Santa Clara County eco-

and nephews.

barbershop quartets , and performed with

nomic development officer and sister

the Resurrection Choir for more than 30

city program coordinator, Locatelli's

years. He was also an award-winning

credentials highly recommended him

pleted officers training school, and was sta -

He attended Humboldt State College , later

during the Korean War as an intelligence

in Palo Alto. Joseph was born and raised in

transferring to SCU, where he earned his

officer and Judge Advocate General attor-

Santa Cruz. He took time out from attend-

degree in electrical engineering. A PhD in

ney in San Luis Obispo, CA. He retired

ing SCU to serve in World War II . After

from the service with the rank of captain.

earning his degree he joined GTE as an

of Illinois followed . From 1941 to 1951 Dr .
Warren was a professor then later head of
the SCU Electrical Engineering Department

in the U .S. Air Force. His professional

in Woodside, CA. Survivors: wife, Joan,

48

electrical engineering from the University

Lockheed h e was commissioned as a captain

Agency and later the Reliance Insurance

tioned in the Marianas. He also served

and graduated from Arcata High School.

U.S. Navy veteran and a member of the
Logsdon-Walia Post 639 CWV. He sang in

Joseph A. Scaroni, Jr. July 21 , 1998,

electrical engineer. He was an avid hunter

54

and on several occasions his photo appeared

in Capitola, CA, after a battle with cancer.

photographer . Survivors: wife , Bruna; four

for the nomination. In addition to his SCU

in the Santa Cruz newspaper for hunting

Cliff was a native of Oakland . He was

children; three grandchildren; his mother;

presidency, he serves on several national

two siblings .

boards and chairs the Association of

14

Jesuit Colleges and Universities.

Clifford F. McNamara , Aug. 30 , 1998,

36

the first deer of the season. He was a mas-

employed at Diversey/Lever in Santa Cruz.

accreditation. While teaching, he worked

ter bridge player and a member of the

Staff Commodore of the Santa Cruz Yacht

and consulted for General Electric and

Jose where he lived and worked on the

Sharon Heights Country Club . Survivors:

Club, he was also a member of the Society

four children; a sister and brother.

of Automotive Engineers, an Eagle Scout,

Salvadore T. Campisi, August 24,

several utility companies. During World War

family's orchard. He gra duated from St.

II he worked as a development engineer for

Joseph' s High School and earned a BA

Hewlett-Packard Co. He became a leading

from SCU. After graduatio n he became an

49

expert on radio engineering and earned a

avid booster and member of the Bronco

Stockton, CA. He attended SCU on a pho-

California state license as a professional

Bench Foundation . He entered the U.S .

tography scholarship and was the official

engineer. From 1951 to 1971 Dr. Warren

Army and returned to San Jose in 1943.

photographer for the SCU Redwood.

was with Shell Development Co. in the

Sal and a colleague operated a r estaurant in

Survivors include sons Michael '85 and

Applied Physics Department. While there ,

San Jose and became speculators, estimat-

Edward '88 .

he was named sole inventor or co - inventor

ing the value of fruit in farmers ' orchards .

on patents covering metering, inspection ,

Sal moved on to the procurement depart-

51

and recording equipment. After 1971 he

ment of the Mayfair Packing Co . , a Santa

a long bout with cancer. Born and raised

1998 , in Sacramento, of cancer. Survivors:

developed and was a consultant for nonde -

Clara Valley dried fruit company. He later

in Santa Cruz , Bob served in the Navy dur-

wife , Kathleen; three children; five grand children; a brother.

and a mentor for the Delta School. Cliff
William P. Lyons, Sept. 4, 1997, in

Robert Baldassar, May 23 , 1998, after

structive inspection testing services used

jointly owned fruit ranches in Stockton

ing World War II on the "St. Louis " after

in oil refineries , chemical plants , and

and Marysville , CA, joined the California

graduating from high school. He attended

Prune and Apricot Growers Association ,

enjoyed sailing, skiing, bicycling, woodworking, and playing music. Survivors:
wife, Barbara; two children; a sister; several nephews and nieces.

55
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Leonard Travis , Aug. 13, 1998.

Wilfrid "Joe" Cunningham, Jan. II ,

and Tidewater Oil Co. in Santa Cruz.

and grew up in Santa Clara. A graduate of

1 999

SanJose of Addison's disease . Chris

Florence, Italy- their governments and
citizens. Through this partnership the

Applied Materials . As an SCU student he

Sister City Commission encourages

was a photographer for

The Santa Clamn ,

artistic, cultural, educational, and tech-

the student newspaper. Chris was an avid

nological exchanges such as 1991's

downhill skier, mountain biker , back-

"City of Brunelleschi" exhibit at SCU's de

packer, and traveler with a continuing

Saisset Museum.

interest in photography. Survivors include
his parents and a sister .

91

Details regarding the Medici Masked
Ball, "An Evening in Florence," at which
Locatelli will receive the award, may be

Allen J. Larsen ME , July 15 , 1998 ,

Seattle, WA. He was a management consul-

neering. He was a salesman with Best Foods

retired from Mayfair after nearly 40 years,

Santa Clara County and the province of

worked in financial management at

93

and advised the Prune Board. Although
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Christopher Moran, Oct. ro, 1996, in

SCU where he earned a degree in engi-

George Parra, Aug. 24, 1998 , after a

His memberships included Tau Beta Pi,

C LA RA

90

The May event celebrates the tenth
anniversary of the sister city alliance of

58

sued his hobbies of music and gardening.
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Donald R. Moss MBA , Aug. 8 , 1998 ,

Aptos, CA.

while paragliding in Fiesch, Switzerland.

heart attack. George was born in Mexico

1

Clara/Province of Florence, Italy, Sister

children; one granddaughter.

1998 , in San Jose, CA. He was born in San

28

The Medici Medal winners are selected by members of the County of Santa

Survivors: his wife of 56 years , Rita; four

where he aided the department in gaining

marine yards. He retired in 1997 and pur-

Fairmont Hotel.

obtained by contacting Paraday at 408299-3800, ext. 7030. Individual tickets

Christopher Butz , Apr . 26, 1998, in
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are $150; $1,500 for a table seating 10.
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Keep Santa Clara Magazine coming to
your home . If you're relocating to a
new horne, city, state, or country,
let u s know. This will save the magazine
forwarding postage while helping you

Call M'!Yer Theatre Box Office,4-08-554--4-015.
CP&£

5
5
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7
10
17
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20
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classyear
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apt.#
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Terry Thompson '80

22

Gary Shara '67 ?OJD
Jim Donavan '72
Joe Ziemann '62
Paul De Cunzo '86
Bill Lamb '72E '88MA
Alumni Office
Kathleen Paredes '65
John Doherty '91
Bob Semas '67
Paul Wagstaffe '78
Todd Rahimi '90
Joe Cooney '87

24
25

SANTA CLARA
SANTA CLARA

Junior Parent Weekend
Junior Parent Brunch

Carmel Malley

25

PASTORAL
MINISTRI£S
LOS ANG£L£S
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO

Pasta Buffet "Everything sacred,
nothing profane"
President's Club GolfTournament
SCU Update
President's Dinner

Janet Miller MA '90

27
28
28

2

6

R eturn this form and your old address

Alumni Office
Brian Mack '92
Dave Tripaldi '65
Kathie Sitton '85
Todd Rahimi '90
Fr. Dan Germann, S.J.
Len Savage '82

First Friday Mass & Lunch
President's Dinner
President's Dinner
SCU Update- (San Mateo)
Spring Event
Athletic Hall of Fame Dinner
SCU-LMU Day of Service
70 minutes Program
SCU Update (Reception)
Santa Claran of the Year Dinner
Post Work Social
SCU Update

5
6

e-mail address

Barbara Simmons '83MA
408-554·4355
Gary Shara '67 ?OJD
408-559-4660
Victor Valdez '84 '94MA
408-554·6856
Tom Bannan '58
760-341-3465
Todd Rahimi '90
415-986-3 711 x7244
Jim Donovan '72
209-834-3163
Jim Schiavenza '71, JD '74
916·441-2487
Alumni Office
408-554-6800

SANTA CLARA
FR£SND
BAK£RSFI£LD
PeNINSULA
CP&£
SANTA CLARA
LOSANG£L£S
SANJDS£
SANTA CRUZ
SACRAMeNTO
SAN FRANCISCO
SPOKANE:

7
8
8
16
16
17
21
21

22

empl'!Yer name

Annual Alumni Reception
First Friday Mass & Lunch
Seaside Weekend Retreat
Santa Clara Sunday
Spring Quarterly Luncheon
St. Patrick's Day Luncheon
St. Patrick's Day Luncheon
National Board of Directors Meetings
& Chapter Workshop
Anuuallgnatian Award Luncheon
Day of Service
Santa Clara Update
Santa Cia ran of the Year Dinner
Post Work Social
Faith Doing Justice Retreat
SCU Reception prior to the National
Collegiate Boxing Championship
17th Annual Crew Classic - 2 Day Picnic

408·554-6800
206-325-4462
510-284-7352
714-251-1100
415-986-3711 x7244
408-554-6800
702-329·2873

7
14
15

ORANG£ COUNTY
SANTA ROSA
SANDI£GD
SANTACRUZ
SANTA CLARA

2nd Newport Crew Classic & Beach Party
Spring Luncheon
President's Reception
Spring Luncheon
First Friday Mass & Lunch

408-559-4660
559-834-1123
805-664-7637
650-988-0584
408-746-7553
408-554-6800
310-641-2998
408-280·2406
831-462-7574
916-348-9634
415-986-3711 x7244
509-922-3236
408-554-6800

23

Santa Clara, CA 95053-1505

2 p .m . and 7 p.m . $2 donation.
May 7·15 · Family. Original musical. Fess Parker
Studio Theatre , Center of Performing Arts, 8
p.m.; except May g, 2 p .m. No Monday performance . Admission, $8-$12.
May 28-June 5 · "Lend Me a Tenor." Mayer
Theatre , Center of Performing Arts, 8 p.m . ;
except May 30, 2 p.m. No Monday performance.
Admission, $8 - $12.

Art Exhibits

Tim Smith '68
Rick Allen '80
Todd Rahimi '90

Jim Bannan '82
Steve McCullagh '72
Dan O'Neil '83
Kym Dewitt '94
Alumni Office

323-681-9722
503-226-1320
415-986-3711 x7244

714-759-8590
707-523-3564
888-908-2426
831·475·2014
408-554-6800

SANTA CLARA
SANTA CLARA

Homecoming & Reunion Receptions
Reunions for the Classes of 59, 69, 79, 89

Alumni Office
Alumni Office

408-554-6800
408-554-6800

LOSANG£L£S

Santa Clara Sunday- Mass & Picnic

Kathie Sitton '85

714·251-1100

~

invite all alumni, families, and Ji"iends to participate in these events. Please note that this is a preliminary schedule. Ca ll Donohoe Alumni House for confirmation and details. You m ~ make reservations
!ry phone (408-554-68oo);Ja.r (408-554-2155); e-mail <alumupdate@scuacc.scu.edu>.

E-mail <alumupdate@scu acc.scu .edu >

Markkula Center for Applied Ethics
Apr. 29 • Affirmative Action. Speaker' Amy
Human Values and the Program in Ethics on
Public Affairs , Princeton University. Benson

Center Parlors B, C, and D, 7 p.m. Free. Call

9 a.m.-5 p .m . Cost $145 .

Apr. 6 and May 4 • Ethics Roundtable for Executives.
Benson Center Williman Room, 7,30-9 ,30 a.m.

April 16 and 17 • Excel 97: Spreadsheets for the Real

Cost $195. Call Buford Barr, 408-554-7892.

TBA. 6-9 p.m. and 9 a. rn .-5 p.m . Cost $145.

Advanced Management Program Classes. Call Nanry Crow,
4-08-554--5557; e-mail, <ncrow@scu.edu>; or fax,
4-08 -554-5751. Classes are $220 a session, Adobe Lodge,
5,30 - 8,4-5 p.m.

Mar. 16 · Business Ethics In an International

TBA. 9 a.m. - 4 p.m . Cost $87.

Environment.

May 21 and 22 • Web Page Design. Place TBA . 6 -

Mar. 31 • Open House. The MBA Program. Adobe

Apr. 21 · Strategic Alliances & Corporate Partnerlng.

Through March 28 · We Live In the Blzarro World:
Assemblages by David Gilhooly.

May 18 ·Open House. The MBA program. A dobe
Lodge, 6 p .m. Fr ee. RSVP, 408-554-4500 .

Business Breakfast Briefings

1
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May 10 · Colloquium. Benson Center, parlors D
and E, u,45 a.m. - 1 p.m. Free.

Catalil Club
Unless noted, call Charlese Blake,4-08-24-8-4-544-·
Mar. 17 • Meeting and Luncheon. Mariani's

Incorporated .

Restaurant, Santa Clara . Guest speaker Miles

Apr. 15 · Leveraging the Network. Pete Solvik, VP
and CIO, Cisco Systems Inc.

Riley, S.J. Cost $17 .

Fandango In volvement and Charged Bodies, People, Power,
and Paradox in Silicon Vall'!)'.

primate scientists Roger and Deborah Fouts .

Call Marvin Sch roth, 408 - 554-4810.

Call Kathryn Ramirez, 408 -554 - 1981.

Apr. 24 • 1999 Distinguished Engineering Awards
Dinner. Benson Center, 6-10 p.m. Price TBA.
Call Chris Woodward, 408-554-5417.

March 5 and 6 · Creative Writing Through Journal
Writing. Bannan 308 and 309, 6-9 p.m . and 9
a.m. - 5 p.m. Cost $145.

May 1 • lgwebulke/MEChA 30th Anniversary Banquet.
Place, time and cost, TBA. Call Ericka Bratton,

to in termediate writers . Bannan 309, 10 a.m.-

408- 551-3479, or David Sandate, at 408- 251- 9755.

4 p.m . Cost $145 .

May 13 • Family Business of the Year Awards. San

March 13 • Getting Over What Holds You Back:
Success Factors for Living, Working, and Thriving In
the New Millennium. Bannan 308 , 9 a.m.-4 p.m .
Cost $87.

March 6 and 13 • Writing the Short Story. Beginning

March 19 and 20 • Web Page Design. Place TBA.

SANTA

CLARA 1\·fAG AZ INE / MARCH

Mar. 21 • Fun Bus Trip to San Francisco. Lunch and
Sunday matinee of "Shear Madness. " Cost $55.
Call Ann Tacchino, 408 - 249-5988.
Apr. 23 • Spring Fund Raiser. Lunch , speaker, and
entertainment at Lou's Village , San jose. Cost TBA.
May 19 • Installation of Officers. Mass, Mission
Chw·ch , 10,30 a.m. ; meeting and luncheon , noon,
Benson Center Willi man Room. Cost TBA.

Lifelong Learning

Benson Center Williman Room, 7-8 p.m. Free.

Music
Call Music Department, 4-08-554--4-4-29. Unless noted,
events will be in the Center of Performing Arts Recital Hall.
Programs subject to change.
Mar. 12 • Santa Clara University Orchestra Concert.
Mission Church, 8 p.m. $4-$10.
Mar.14 ·Concert Choir. 4 p .m. , $3-$6.
May 21·22 · Pops Ensemble. Broadway and popular
favorites. 8 p .m., $3-$6.
June 4·5 ·Opera Scenes. 8 p .m . Prices TBA.

6-9 p.m. and 9 a.m. - 5 p .m. Cost $145.

30

Lodge, main dining room, 3-4 ,30 p .m. Free.

Mar. 18 · Internet IPOs: Separating the Value from
the Hype. john Danner, CEO , NetGravity

Apr. 23 • The Similarities Between Human and
Chimpanzee Language. Speakers , world renowned

May 15 • Law School Graduation. Mission Gardens,
10,30 a .m . Call Connie Esquivel, 408-554- 7883.

Apr. 12 ·Colloquium. Benson Center, parlors D

Apr. 26 ·Thomas Kuhn Revisited Symposium. Adobe

EarJy morning forums presented lry the MBA Alumni
Association and sponsored lry Sun Micro~stems are held at
Adobe Lodge, 7,30 - 9 a.m. Call4-08-554--5451 for
single and package prices or visit Web site,
<http,/1/sb.scu. edu/MBA.alumni>.

408 - 554 - 4093·

son. Call Cecilia Allen , 408-554 - 5237 ·

Center for Science, Technology,
and Society

and E, II'45 a.m.-I p.m . Free .

May 20 · Reconnecting Technical Capability with
Ethical Responsibility. Tom Mahon , author of The

Jose Fairmont Hotel , 5-9 p .m. $150 per per-

9 p .m. and 9 a.m . -5 p.m . Cost $145.

Call Catf]y Valerga, 408-551-1785.

Through May 2 • Prints by David Gilhooly from the

Aprll16·17 • Austin J . Fagot hey, S.J., Conference.
E.L. Wiegand Teleconference Center in the
Commun ications, Public Policy, and Applied
Ethics Building, 2 p.m . , Apr. 16, and 9 a.m. ,
Apr. 17. Cost $20. Call Elizabeth Radcliffe,

May 14 and 15 • Introduction to the Internet. Place
TBA. 6-9 p .m. and 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Cost $145.
May 15 • The Time Is Ripe: Creativity and Mid-Life:
A Six Hour, Hands-on, Art-making Intensive. Place

Apr. 20 • New Developments In Strategic Management.

May 15-June 6 • ArtsConnect Exhibition.

6-9 p .m. and 9 a.m.-5 p.m . Cost $145.

Mar. 3 • Product+ Service= Success.

Bronzes by Rodin.

In New Mexico.

World! Beginning and i ntermediate users. P lace

May 1 and 8 • Front Page 98: Join the World Wide
Web Revolution. Create your Web site. Place TBA.

MBA Alumni Association

Lodge, 6 p.m. Free . RSVP , 408-554- 4500.

May 8-Aug. 8 • Our Saints Among Us/Nuestros
Santos Entre Nosotros: 400 Years of Devotional Art

Cost $145 .
April 2 and 3 • PowerPolnt 97: Business Presentations
and Digital VIsions. Place TBA. 6-9 p.m. and

Philip Kain , 408-554 - 4844.

Through July 30 · Figural Focus: Small-Scale

Permanent Collection.

March 20 and 21 • The Art of the Personal Essay:
First-Person Writing for Magazines and Newspapers.
Bannan 308, 6-9 p.m. and 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Gutmann, director, University Cente r for

408-554--4-528.

Special Events
209-392-2204

Editor, Santa Clara Magazine
Santa Clara University

Apr. 10 • Children's Theatre Production. "The
Orphan Train." Fess Parker Studio Theatre,

619-350-9188

from the back cover to :

Donohoe Alumni House

Mar. 12·14 • Images '99. Annual dance concert.
Mayer Theatre, Center of Performing Arts, 8 p.m.;
except March 14, 7 p.m. Admission, $8-$12.

Unless noted, exhibits are free and in de Saisset Museum .
Open Tuesd'!Y through Sund'!Y, 11 a.m. - 4 p.m. Call

22
e-mail address
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AfterWords I

A century of magnetic recording
Just as the invention of the printing press in the 15th century forever

Keynote luncheon speaker AI Shugart, founder of Seagate

changed how we communicate, the development of digital magnetic

Technology, recounted the early days of the industry, which were often

recording in the 20th century has profoundly affected how we record ,

more low than high tech. He recalled that on the first disk drive, the

store, and disseminate information. Financial services, airline reserva-

RAMAC, the disks were coated by pouring iron oxide paint from a Dixie

tions, and perhaps most significantly, the Internet are supported by

cup onto a spinning platter.

Gerald McKevitt, S.J., University historian, and George G i acomin i ,

AI Hoagland, liST director, reviewed the paradigm shift in magnetic

huge on-line real-time databases.
The year 1998 marked the !DOth anniversary of the magnetic stor-

recording to direct access data storage brought about by the advent of

age industry . And while its birth took place in Denmark, there is no bet-

the electronic digital computer in the 1940s, when a critical need devel-

ter place to celebrate the impact this industry has had than in the heart-

oped for rapid access to digital data. Until then, the focus was on ana-

land of computer data storage- Silicon Valley.

log sound recording. While early computers relied on punched cards

member of the hi story facu lt y and ass i s t an t to the president,
have sorted through t hou sands of archiva l photog r a ph s and spent coun tl ess
hours organ i z in g notes in the i r work on a 150-year pictorial

Leading the celebration at Santa Clara University was SCU's Institute

and paper tape for data storage, magnetic recording quickly became

history of Santa C l ara Un i versity. The book w ill be a centerpiece of
SCU ' s sesquicente nni al a nni vers ar y in 200!.

for Information Storage Technology (liST) and the Center for Science,

recognized as the best technology to meet the storage needs of com-

Technology, and Society (CSTS). Together they hosted a December con-

puters. And as the personal computer emerged commonplace in both

ference on Magnetic Recording and Information Storage : Technological

homes and offices around the world, the need for memory and storage

Milestones and Future Outlook. IBM, Fujitsu Computer Products of

soon became insatiable .

America, Adaptec, and IDEMA co-sponsored the conference, which more

of th e Uni v er sity Archi v es

ever, making even more data-intensive applications possible, such as

ing Industry's accomplishments into perspective by noting that in 1855

digitally recorded images replacing photographic film .

it cost five cents to send one word from Philadelphia to St. Louis by tele-

Innovations in every aspect of magnetic disk drives have driven up

graph. Today it costs four-and·a-half cents to store one-and-a·half mil-

storage density at a phenomenal rate. Since 1991 areal density has

lion bytes of information that can be sent anywhere in the world with a

advanced at a compound annual growth rate of 60 percent per year. And

click of a mouse- virtually for free .

industry experts believe that by taking different approaches to scaling

Presenters from the industry assessed the impact of digital magnetic

magnetic recording, hard disk·drive technology should be extendible by

recording and direct-access storage on information processing applica-

another factor of 100, ensuring the industry's dominance well into the

tions, including the Internet, the disk·drive industry, and future technology.

new millennium.

I957

Danish engineer Valdemar Poulsen Invents the Telegraphone,
the first telephone answering machines employing an electro·
magnet moving along a length of piano wire.

IBM releases RAMAC, first commercial disk drive, storing 5
megabytes of data and featuring a pressurized air-bearing head.

Between 1920 and 1929, various Inventors create steel
tape and wire recording devices such as dictation machines and
radio studio recorders.

I96I

IBM Disk Drive launched with 50 megabyte capacityprototype of future generations of disk drives, having one head
per surface and using flying heads.

Austrian Inventor F'rltz Pfleumer creates first magnetic tape by
gluing pulverized Iron particles to a strip of paper.

I973

F'loppy disk Introduced.

The Magnetophone, using cellulose magnetic tape, invented
In Germany.

I

980

Singer Bing Crosby contracts with Ampex Corp. to market Its
broadcast-quality audio tape recorder.

I

983

3.5-lnch hard drive Introduced.

UC·Berkeley Computer Project creates first magnetic drum for
storing binary computer data with capacity of BOO bits/ln2.

I

99I

Hard drive shrinks to 1.8 Inches.

UNIVAC ships first computer using magnetic tape storage
system .

I

998

Disk drives the size of a quarter are made available that capture
320 megabytes of data. Areal density Is projected to continue
to increase at a 60 percent compound annual growth rate.

S ANTA
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and e-mail. Today, the technology is advancing at its most rapid rate

Kicking off the day's activities, CSTS Director Jim Koch put the record-

I95I

Photographs

Magnetic recording is effectively rep lacing paper for recorded data

than 130 information technology professionals attended .

32

Santa Clara University of Years Past
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Seagate Technology launches first 5.25-inch hard drive for
desktop computers.
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N uestros Santos Entre N osotros
4 0 0 Years ofNew Mexican Devotional Art
view at the de Saisset Museum on the Santa Clara Universi!J campus, Ml!J 8 through August 8. Hours: Tuesdl!J through Sundl!J,
a.m. - 4 p.m. Closed Mondl!Js. Curators' slide presentation, Thursdl!J, Ml!J 6, 7-9 p.m.; free . Members' preview reception, FridtD',
Ml!J 7, 7-9 p.m. Lecture on Colonial art, Wednesdl!Js, Ml!J 19, 7-9 p.m., and MlD' 26, noon to 1 p.m. Details: 408 - 554 - 4528.
On

11

In the first centuries after

depicting saints and holy

the Spaniards' settlement

scenes - santos - became a

of the Southwestern

focus for personal devo-

United States and intro-

tion . This exhibition fea-

duction of Catholicism,

tures contemporary New

most people lived in villages

Mexican santos and the

miles away from a church.

traditional stories that go

They worshipped instead at

with each saint. Also

home altars and in local

included will be contem-

chapels where artwork

porary religious works.

